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One Hundred Eleventh Commencement 
May 11, 2007 




You are requested to refrain from loud expressions of pleasure for individual 
graduates. Such expressions frequently detract from the recognition due the next 
graduate in line. Your cooperation is respectfully requested. 
9:30 A.M. 
GRADUATION 
Friday, May 11, 2007 
Littlejohn Coliseum 
ORDER OF CEREMONIES 
2:30 P.M. 
(Please remain standing for the processional, posting of colors, and invocation.) 
Posting of Colors 
Clemson Tiger Platoon Color Guard 
Dan Sharpe, Commander 
Heath Burgess Dennis Waring 
Kevin Sprinkle Torrey Yarborough 
Invocation 
Spencer Gregory Kuper, Student Representative (A.M. ceremony) 
Tara Lynn Harrington, Student Representative (P.M. ceremony) 
Introduction of Trustees 
President James F Barker 
Recognition of the Deans of the Colleges 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
Doris R Helms 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
President James F Barker 
Reflections 
Rudolph Ernest Mancke III (A.M. ceremony) 
Conferring of Degrees and Delivery of Diplomas 
President James F Barker 
Recognition and Presentation of Awards 
Norris Medal 
Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award 
Alumni Master Teacher Award 
Faculty Scholarship Award 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Clemson University Ensemble, Impulse 
Dr. Robert P Green Jr., University Marshal 
Prelude 
CEREMONIAL MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT OF PERFORMING ARTS 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Dr. Mark Spede, Director of Bands 
Impulse 
Dr. Dan Rash, Director of Choral Activities 
Dr. Christopher Mathews, Assistant Director of Choral Activities 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Selections from West Side Story - Leonard Bernstein, arr. Duthoit 
Impulse 
House of Stone and Light- Martin Page/arr. Jared Buchanan 
Truly Madly Deeply/Crash and Burn - Savage Garden, arr. Josh Ziska/Impulse 
Clemson University Symphonic Band 
Selections from Carmina Burana - Carl Orff, arr. Krance 
Impulse 
Time of the Season- The Zombies, arr. Jared Buchanan 
Ode to Clemson - Words and Music by Hugh H McGarity/arr. David A Conley 
Processional 
Flourish for Wind Band- Ralph Vaughn Williams 
Pomp and Circumstance, Op. 39- Edward Elgar 
Impulse 
National Anthem- Words by Francis Scott Key/arr. Dan Rash 
Musical Interlude 
Dance of the Jesters - Peter Tchaikovsky, arr. Cramer 
Clemson University Alma Mater 
Music by Hugh H. McGarity and Robert Farmer 
Words by AC Corcoran/arr. Ed Freeman 
Recessional 
Flourish for Wind Band- Ralph Vaughn Williams 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
Leon J Hendrix, Jr., Chairman ___________ Kiawah Island 
J J Britton, Vice Chairman Sumter 
Bill L Amick Batesburg-Leesville 
Thomas C Lynch, Jr. Clemson 
Louis B Lynn Columbia 
Patricia H McAbee Greenville 
Leslie G McCraw Greenville 
E Smyth McKissick III Greenville 
Thomas B Mc Teer, Jr. Columbia 
Robert L Peeler Lexington 
William C Smith, Jr. Columbia 
Joseph D Swann Greenville 
David H Wilkins Greenville 
Trustees Emeriti 
Louis P Batson, Jr. _________________ Greenville 
Fletcher C Derrick, Jr. Charleston 
W G DesChamps, Jr. Bishopville 
Lawrence M Gressette, Jr. Columbia 
Harold D Kingsmore Aiken 
Paul W McAlister Laurens 
D Leslie Tindal Pinewood 
Allen P Wood Florence 
Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees 
Chalmers Eugene Troutman III 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICERS 
James F Barker ___________________ President 
Doris R Helms Vice President for Academic Affairs and Provost 
A Neill Cameron, Jr. Vice President for Advancement 
Steven E Copeland Interim Chief Business Officer 
Gail DiSabatino Vice President for Student Affairs 
John W Kelly Vice President for Public Service and Agriculture 
Lawrence Nichols II Chief Human Resources Officer 
Terry Don Phillips Director of Athletics 
Christian E G Przirembel Vice President for Research 
and Economic Development 
Clayton D Steadman ______________ General Counsel 
HONORARY DEGREE 
RUDOLPH ERNEST MANCKE Ill 
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE 
The Palmetto State's most famous contemporary naturalist is Rudy Mancke. He has done more 
to introduce the general public to the rich biological resources of our state than any other 
natural historian. 
A native of Spartanburg and 1967 graduate of Wofford College, Mancke is a distinguished 
lecturer in natural history at the University of South Carolina School of the Environment. 
He is perhaps best known as director of nature programming for SCETV and as host of 
"NatureScene," a nationally syndicated TV show on which he appeared from 1978 to 2002. His 
30-minute shows began with field trips ("nature walks") to interesting natural areas of our state, 
but by the time production ceased 23 years later, Mancke and his film crew had visited all 50 
states as well as Canada, Costa Rica, Russia and the Ukraine. 
On "NatureScene," Mancke reminded viewers that science is all around us if we're curious and 
observant and that we're intimately connected with plants and other animals. Another of 
Mancke's common themes was that South Carolinians need not leave their home state to enjoy 
the wonders of nature. From the mountains to the coast, our srate features unique natural 
communities and a diverse flora and fauna. 
Before his television career, Mancke was curator of natural history at the S.C. State Museum in 
Columbia and before that, a high school biology and geology teacher. In 1976, he was 
instrumental in founding the S.C. Association of Naturalists, a group that continues to take 
monthly field trips to state parks and other natural areas in the Carolinas. 
Mancke has willingly shared his knowledge and enthusiasm with schoolchildren, teachers and 
the public. Thousands of students have been exposed to natural history through "Nature Notes 
with Rudy Mancke," 75-second educational capsules that many schools incorporate into their 
morning news. As part of SC LIFE, a collaboration between Clemson University and SCETV, 
students now are able to take virtual field trips to 80 nature preserves and parks nationwide via 
"NatureScene Interactive." 
Mancke's efforts to promote a greater awareness of our environment and natural heritage have 
been recognized by conservation groups, garden clubs, civic organizations, public schools and 
academia. Gov. Jim Hodges declared Dec. 12, 2001, as "Rudy Mancke Day" in recognition of his 
longtime dedication to teaching South Carolinians about the natural history of their state. 
Mancke has received honorary doctorate degrees from the College of Charleston, Coker 
College, Presbyterian College, Winthrop University and Wofford College. 
Clemson University holds Rudy Mancke's commitment to environmental education while 
focusing positive national attention on South Carolina in the highest regard. It is with great 
honor and pleasure that we recognize Rudolph Ernest Mancke III with the honorary degree, 
Doctor of Science. 
THE ACADEMIC PROCESSION 
The Academic procession is composed of the faculty, staff, officers, trustees, and honored guests of the 
University. Faculty enter by college and each college is preceded by its marshal, a senior faculty member, with 
the college baton, described under University Regalia. 
The college banners are placed on the stage. Each banner is a combination of colors that declare the 
disciplines taught in that college. These colors, which were established by the American Council on 
Education, are as follows: 
College 
Agriculture, Foresay, and Life 
Sciences 
Architecture, Arts, and 
Humanities 
Business and Behavioral Science 
Engineering and Science 























Purple and Orange 





















Collegiate faculty follow their marshal in order of academic rank wearing academic costumes of medieval 
origin. Those who have received their degrees from institutions outside the United States wear costumes 
specified by the awarding institutions. 
The academic costumes of faculty whose degrees are from United States' institutions are specified by a 
uniform code maintained by the American Council on Education. Caps are black and are usually mortar 
boards with tassels. Doctors of Philosophy wear gold tassels usually of metallic thread; other degrees wear black 
or discipline colors. 
The bachelor's gown is simple and black with long, pointed sleeves. Masters' gowns, also black, are longer 
than bachelors. Older gowns have sleeves that terminate at the elbow while those since 1960 have sleeves 
extended to the wrist. Doctors' gowns are full, with bell-like sleeves. The front is marked by velvet panels and 
the sleeves are marked by three velvet bars. While most gowns are black with black velvet, one variation is to 
replace black velvet with velvet in the discipline color. A second variation is a colored gown usually of the 
university's colors. 
All hoods specify the level of degree, the type of discipline studied and the awarding institution. First, 
degree level is signified by the size of the hood with bachelors' smallest, masters' larger, and doctors' quite large 
and of a different shape. Clemson does not award hoods to bachelors. The width of the velvet trim also 
conveys the degree. Secondly, the degree is indicated by the color of the trim edging the hood to form the 
throat over the gown. The most frequently seen is dark blue, which designates the doctor of philosophy 
(Ph.D.) degree. Finally, the color of the hood's lining specifies the awarding institution. The colors are 
displayed in combinations that are drawn from heraldry. Notice that the Clemson University hood is lined 
with purple through which is an orange chevron (a "V"). Although many combinations are duplicated by 
dozens of institutions, Clemson is presently the only institution with that registered combination. 
The officers, trustees, and honored guests wear academic, ecclesiastical, or military regalia as set forth by 
their professions with the President of Clemson University wearing a purple gown with four velvet bars piped 
in gold and the University seal embroidered on the panels. The Trustees wear a similar gown with three 
velvet bars piped in gold for doctorates and an embroidered palmetto tree on each sleeve for those who do not 
hold doctorates. Hoods are either from Clemson or from the awarding school. They are preceded by the 
University Marshal. Clad in a gown of office in gold and purple, the marshal wears no hood and bears the 
University mace. At the ceremony's close, the faculty do not exit as a part of the recessional but are dismissed, 
along with students and guests, when the marshal leaves the coliseum. 
THE UNIVERSITY REGALIA 
The University mace is the symbolic representation of the whole of Clemson 
University and must be present at any convocation where the University, through its 
delegated members, is acting officially. At any official convocation such as 
commencement, the University Marshal, carrying the mace, precedes the President into 
the assembly. The mace rests before the President's chair or speaker's stand throughout 
the ceremony, and its removal from the assembly at the close of a convocation is 
symbolic of the official withdrawal of the University and, thus, the close of the 
proceedings. 
The decorative design of Clemson's mace is derived from the ceremonial maces 
carried by heads of state and church in the Middle Ages. Its basic clublike shape, 
however, is much more ancient, probably going back to man's prehistory. It is made of 
walnut wood and silver, with the seal of the University in gold and the University 
colors represented by insets of comelian (orange) and amethyst (purple). Amethyst is 
also the state stone of South Carolina. 
The Presidential chain and seal is symbolic of the authority vested in the office of 
president by the governing body of the University. Only the University President may 
wear it, and while wearing it he speaks for the whole body of the institution. Clemson's 
chain and seal are made of silver and gold, and cornelian and amethyst. 
The batons of the college marshals also descend from medieval "staffs of office" 
which were carried by the senior members of departments of state or church. They 
display the seal of the University and the symbolic color of the discipline to which the 
college belongs. Clemson's batons are made of walnut wood and silver with the various 
disciplines inset with enamel. 
The University regalia were designed and executed by Mr. Robert Ebendorf. Mr. 
Ebendorf is twice winner of the Tiffany Award and one of the most acclaimed 
goldsmiths of our era. The enamel plaques for the batons were executed by the late 
Professor Marshall C Bell, and the lapidary work was executed by the late Mr. C C 
Wilson of Clemson University. 
CANDIDATES FOR THE DOCTOR'S DEGREES 
J BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Animal Physiology 
Jennifer Leigh Mook Meadville, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Relationships between Motility, Fertility and Cellular Characteristics of Spermatozoa, and the Ability of Platelet-
Activating Factor co Influence Porcine Productivity 
Advisors: Dr. J Diehl 
Dr. A Bodine 
Biochemistry 
Honghai Gao __________________________________ Shanghai, China 
B.E., Shanghai University 
Dissertation: Biochemical Study of Endonuclease V and its Application in Mutation Scanning 
Advisor: Dr. W Cao 
Biological Sciences 
Mary Oliver Johnstone Clemson, SC 
B.S., College of Charleston 
Dissertation: A Comparison of Soluble Matrix from Molluscan Shell with an Emphasis on the Phosphoproteins from Eastern Oyster, 
Crassostrea trirginica 
Advisor: Dr. A Wheeler 
Marlee Beckham Marsh ________________________________ Camden, SC 
B.S., Converse College 
Dissertation: Histological Examination of Host,Parasite Interactions in the Gulf Killifish, Fundulus grandis 
Advisor: Dr. C Rice 
Susan Marie Lloyd Stokes ________________________________ Canton, MS 
B.S., Mississippi State University; M.S., Auburn University 
Dissertation: Water Quality Dynamics of Lake James, North Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. J Schindler 
Environmental Toxicology 
Laura Renee Hunt Houston, TX 
B.S. 1 Texas A& M University 
Dissertation: The Estuarine Killifish, Fundulus heteroclitus, as a Model System for Developmental lmmunotoxicology 
Advisor: Dr. C Rice 
Christina Renee Pac McNaughton Parrish, FL 
B.S. 1 Saint Leo Collegei M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Influence ofMercury·Dissolved Organic Maner (DOM) Complexation on Toxicity in Natural Waters 
Advisor: Dr. E Carraway 
Faith Elizabeth Wiley Chester, SC 
B.S., M.S, Clemson University 
Dissertation: Extraction Method Development and In Vitro and In Vivo Toxicity Scudies of the Etiologic Agent of Avian Vacuolar 
Myelinopathy 
Advisor: Dr. W Bowerman 
Forest Resources 
Bryand Maurice Duke-----~-~------------------------ Pontotoc, MS 
B.A., University of Mississippi; M.S., Alcorn State University 
Dissertation: Laboratory and Field Responses of Target and Non· Target Species to Algaecide Exposures 
Advisor: Dr. J Rodgers, Jr. 
Genetics 
Bradley Lee Griggs Hartsville, SC 
B.S., C lemson University 
Dissertation: Functional Characterization ofEctodysplasin·l and Identification of Novel Candidate Genes for Ectodermal Dysplasias 
and Associated Clinical Features 
Advisor: Dt. A Srivastava 
Microbiology 
Jang Park Seoul, Korea 
B.S., M.S., Bowling Green State University; M.A., State University of New York College at Buffalo 
Dissertation: Anti·angiogenic Activities of a VEGFR·2 Extracellular Fragment, KDR·lg4·7, Novel Anti·Cancer Therapeutic Agent 
Advisor: Dr. W Chen 
1 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Margaret Elizabeth Staton Rock Hill, SC 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Bioinformatic Tool Development and Sequence Analysis of Rosaceae Family Expressed Sequence Tags 
Advisor: Dr. D Main 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Applied Economics 
Anca Maria Cotet __________________________________ Blaj, Romania 
B.A., M.A., Babes-Bolyai University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Death and Taxes: The Effect of Government Policies on Health 
Advisor: Dr. R Tollison 
Jeffrey Joseph Roach Charlotte, NC 
B.S., Bob Jones University; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Practical Implications of a Hedonic Pricing Model: Empirical Observations from Wholesale Auto Auctions 
Advisor: Dr. M Maloney 
Kurt William Rotthoff~,------~--------------------------Massillon, OH 
B.S., Westminster College; M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Product Liability Litigation: An Issue of Merck and Lawsuits Over Vioxx 
Advisor: Dr. M Maloney 
Aileen Gail Sampson ----,----,--,---------------------------Waynesboro, GA 
B.S., M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Factors Affecting the Formation of Interest Groups 
Advisor: Dr. R Tollison 
Melissa Mei Sian Yeoh _______________________________ Penang, Malaysia 
B.A., M.A., University of Mississippi; M.A., Vanderbilt University 
Dissertation: Three Essays in Political Economy 
Advisor: Dr. R Tollison 
Industrial/Organizational Psychology 
Tracey Lee Tafero ----------------------------------Latrobe, PA 
B.S., Pennsylvania State University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Personality Predictors of Motivation to Lead 
Advisor: Dr. P Raymark 
Management 
Chaojie Duan ____________________________________ Central, SC 
B.S. 1 Tsinghua University; M.B.A., Morgan State University 
Dissertation: Valuation Effects of Business Process Outsourcing: Making the Case for Selective Governance 
Advisors: Dr. N Balakrishnan 
Dr. V Grover 
Anthony Joseph Gabriel Gainesville, GA 
B.S., Grove City College; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Manufacturing Complexity: The Effects of Internal Static Manufacturing Complexity on Manufacturing Performance 
Advisors: Dr. L Fredendall 
Dr. A Metters 
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Bioengineering 
Aditya Chaubey ___________________________________ Clemson, SC 
B.E., Sambalpur University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Differentiation Modulation of Adult Stem Cells in an Adipose System 
Advisor: Dr. K Burg 
Andrew Chapman Clark Clemson, SC 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Dynamic Measurements of Lubrication Film Thickness of UHMWPE Context for Total Joint Replacements 
Advisor: Dr. M LaBerge 
Melinda Kay Harman _______________________________ Three Rivers, MI 
B.S., Ball State University; M.S., University of Utah 
Dissertation: Knee Prosthesis Kinematics Estimated from Retrieved Total Knee Replacements 
Advisor: Dr. M La Berge 
2 
Bioengineering (continued) 
Yuyu Yuan Guangzhou, China 
B.S., South China University of Technology 
Dissertation: The Differential Effects of Two Critical Osteoclastogenesis Stimulating Factors to Bone Biomechanics 
Advisor: Dr. T Bateman 
Chemical Engineering 
Kenneth Aniunoh-:,.,.--------------------------------- Lagos, Nigeria 
B.S., University of Lagos 
Dissertation: An Experimental and Numerical Study of the Film Casting Process 
Advisor: Dr. G Harrison 
Yijun Liu --,---:,.,---------------------------------Sichuan, China 
B.S., Tsinghua University 
Dissertation: Biodiesel Forming Reactions using Heterogeneous Catalysis 
Advisor: Dr. J Goodwin 
Dora Edith Lopez de Alonzo __________________________ San Salvador, El Salvador 
B.S. 1 Universidad Centroamericana 
Dissertation: Heterogeneous Catalysis and Biodiesel Forming Reactions 
Advisor: Dr. J Goodwin 
Santosh Bhagwat Rahane Clemson, SC 
B.E., University of Mumbai 
Dissertation: Kinetics of Surface, Initiated Photoiniferter,Mediated Photopolymerization and Synthesis of Stimuli,responsive Polymer 
Brushes 
Advisor: Dr.SM Kilbey 11 
Chun Zhang Henan, China 
B.S., East China University of Science & Technology 
Dissertation: Using Cross,Sectional Multilayer Polymer Film and Surface Modification to Form Chemically Patterned Substrate 
Advisor: Dr. D Hirt 
Chemistry 
Timothy M Brewer Hoopeston, IL 
B.S., Millikin University 
Dissertation: The Glow Discharge - A Multifaceted Optical Emission Source: From Solids Analysis to Metalloproteins 
Advisor: Dr. R Marcus 
Aibing Liu Baoding, China 
B.S., Hebei University of Technology; M.S., Dalian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Adaptive Treatment of van der Waals Interactions in Empirical Bond,Order Potentials with Application to Junction 
Formation in Carbon Nanotubes 
Advisor: Dr. S Stuart 
Colin David McMillen -------------------------------North East, PA 
B.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Hydrothermal Crystal Growth of Oxides for Optical Applications 
Advisor: Dr. J Kolis 
Mark W Perpall Norcross, GA 
B.S., Mercer University 
Dissertation: Synthesis, Reactions, and Applications of Bis,Ortho,Diynyl Arene (BODA) Monomers, Polymers, and Derivatives 
Advisor: Dr. D W Smith, Jr. 
Liangwei Qu ___________________________________ Henan, China 
B.S., Wuhan University; M.S., Chinese Academy of Sciences 
Dissertation: Functionalized Nanomaterials: Synthesis, Characterization, and their Applications 
Advisor: Dr. Y Sun 
Lei Wang Anhui, China 
B.S., M.S., Wuhan University 
Dissertation: Exploratory Synthesis and Characterization of a New Class of Mixed,anion Framework Chalcogenides and Oxyhalide 
and Its Potential Application for Diluted Magnetic Semiconductors 
Advisor: Dr. S Hwu 
Civil Engineering 
Bo Cui------------------------------------ Neimenggu, China 
B.A., Tianjin University; M.A., Dalian Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Wind Effects on Buildings with Mono-Sloped and Saw-Tooth Roofs 
Advisor: Dr. D Prevatt 
Ryan Nicholas Fries Ocean, NJ 
B.S. 1 University of Delaware; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Evaluating the Impacts of Accelerated Incident Clearance Tools and Strategies by Harnessing the Power of Microscopic 
Traffic Simulation 
Advisor: Dr. M Chowdhury 
Ryan Thomas George ________________________________ Hephzibah, GA 
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Information Flow to Support Front End Planning 
AJvisor: Dr. E Back 
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Civil Engineering (continued) 
Cheng Liang Hsiao Kaohsiung, Taiwan 
B.S., National Taiwan University; M.S., National Taiwan Institute of Technology 
Dissertation: Wall and Ground Movements in a Braced Excavation in Clays and Serviceability Reliability of Adjacent Buildings 
Advisor: Dr. C Juang 
John Phillip Raiford ________________________________ Danielsville, GA 
B.S., M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Turbulence Models and the Behavior of Turbulent Shear Flows 
Advisor: Dr. A Khan 
Computer Science 
Lindsay Caroline Harris Jamieson _____________________________ Carmel, IN 
B.A., De Pauw University 
Dissertation: Algorithms and Complexity for Alliances and Weighted Alliances of Various Types 
Advisor: Dr. S Hedetniemi 
Nicholas Alexander Kraft-------------------------------- Corydon, IN 
B.A., Indiana University 
Dissertation: An Infrastructure to Support Interoperability in Reverse Engineering 
Advisor: Dr. B Malloy 
Electrical Engineering 
Aftab Alam ___________________________________ Lucknow, India 
B.T., Indian Institute of Technology; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Analytical and Intelligent Techniques for Dynamically Secure Dispatches 
Advisor: Dr. E Makram 
Harish Ramchandran Bombay, India 
B.E., University of Mumbai; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Low.Complexity Iterative Detection Techniques for Slow·Frequency·Hop Spread·Spectrum Communications with 
Reed-Solomon Coding 
Advisor: Dr. D Noneaker 
Mohammad Hasan Salah -,-,------,---,..,---,-,-----~-.,..,---.,..---------------Amman, Jordan 
B.S., Al-Balqa Applied University; M.S., University of New Hampshire 
Dissertation: Nonlinear Control Strategies for Advanced Vehicle Thermal Management Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D Dawson 
Enver Tatlicioglu~~--------------------------------Manisa, Turkey 
B.S., Dokuz Eylul University 
Dissertation: Control of Nonlinear Mechatronic Systems 
Advisor: Dr. D Dawson 
LiYu.__,,,.,...,.--.,.----,-,---,-,-,-----,.-,--=-=-----,-,-------------------Wuhan,China 
B.S., Wuhan Iron and Steel University; M.S., Zhejiang University 
Dissertation: On the Stability of Region Count in the Parameter Space of Segmentation Methods 
Advisor: Dr. A Hoover 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Tess Brothersen Logan, UT 
B.S., Utah State University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
Dissertation: Identification and Characterization of Polychlorinated Biphenyl Dechlorinating Microorganisms ftom Lake Hartwell, 
South Carolina 
Advisor: Dr. C Lee 
Industrial Engineering 
Sourav Das ____________________________________ Basirhat, India 
B.E., University of Calcutta; M.Tech., Indian Statistical Institute 
Dissertation: Models of Semi-Systemic Visual Search 
Advisor: Dr. B Melloy 
Nikhil Sampatkumar Iyengar Lawrenceville, GA 
B.E., University of Mumbai; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Development of a Risk Assessment Model to Measure Vendor Performance in Surveillance and Auditing of Aircraft 
Maintenance 
Advisor: Dr. J Greenstein 
Materials Science and Engineering 
SahilJaiota -,-.,..,-- ---,-.,..,.----,----------------------Chandigarh, India 
B.S., Pan jab University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Development and in vitro Examination of Materials for Osseointegration 
Advisor: Dr. S B Bhaduri 
4 
Mathematical Sciences 
Robert Alden Beeler --=------------------------------Knoxville, TN 
B.S., M.S., University of Tennessee 
Dissertation: Automorphic Decompositions of Graphs 
Advisor: Dr. RJamison 
Alexander Engau ______________________________ Korschenbroich, Germany 
VDP+2, University ofKaiserslautern; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Domination and Decomposition in Multiobjective Programming 
Advisor: Dr. M Wiecek 
Christine Renae Kraft _________________________________ Elizabeth, IN 
B.A., Indiana University; M.A., Clemson University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Planning, Scheduling, and Timetabling in a University Setting 
Advisor: Dr. J Jarvis 
Shannon Renee Purvis Lockard _____________________________ La Grange, KY 
B.S., Eastern Kentucky University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Random Vectors over Finite Fields 
Advisor: Dr. N Calkin 
Vijay Kumar Singh --~-------------------------------Central, SC 
B.S., M.S., Banaras Hindu University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Equitable Efficiency in Multiple Criteria Optimization 
Advisor: Dr. M Kostreva 
Mechanical Engineering 
Yaling Ma ___________________________________ Zhengzhou, China 
B.S., Qingdao Institute of Architecture & Engineering; M.S·., Harbin Architecture University 
Dissertation: Near-wall Treatment for a Physically Realistic and Robust RSM Model 
Advisor: Dr. J Leylek 
Physics 
Rahul Sanjeeva Rao Clemson, SC 
B.E., University of Mumbai; M.S., Clemson University; M.S., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Raman Spectroscopic Evidence for Anharmonic Phonon Lifetimes and Blueshifts in l~D Structures 
Advisor: Dr. A Rao 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION 
Career anci Technology Education 
Na Lu Jiangshu Province, China 
B.A., M.A., Xian University Architecture & Technology; M.C.S.M., Clemson University 
Dissertation: Investigation of Designer and General Contractor's Use and Perceptions of Offsite Construction Techniques in the 
United States 
Advisors: Dr. W Paige 
Dr. R Liska 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dawn Vande Weghe Fleischman Anderson, SC 
B.A., University of South Florida; M.Ed., University of Florida; Ed.S., State University of West Georgia 
Dissertation: Associations between Age at School Entry and Academic Performance: Using Data from a Nationally Representative, 
Longitudinal Sample 
Advisor: Dr. B Fisk 
Educational Leadership 
Laurie Ann Fladd Summerville, SC 
B.S., University of Rochester; M.S., Clarkson University 
Dissertation: The Effect of Instructional Delivery Method on Interaction and Satisfaction in Distance Education Courses at a 
Community College 
Advisor: Dr. F Keeb Williams 
Margaret Dale Woosnam_~----~----~~-----~~~~----------Wilson, NC 
B.S., Appalachian State University; M.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 
Dissertation: Journey to Leadership: Women Administrators in Architecture 
Advisor: Dr. F Keels Williams 
5 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Lisa Kathleen Machnik Edmonton, Canada 
B.A., University of Alberta; M.S., Arizona State University 
Dissertation: Visitors' Delayed Responses to Interpretive Talks and Interpreters' Expectations for Visitor Responses 
Advisor: Dr. W Hammitt 
Christine Marie Van Winkle Winnipeg, Canada 
B.S., M.A., University of Manitoba 
Dissertation: Meaningful Learning at a National Historic Site: How Interpretive Audio Tour Message Content Affects Visitor 
Learning Transfer 
Advisor: Dr. K Backman 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY 
Policy Studies 
Robert Thomas Carey Pendleton, SC 
B.S., M.A., Clemson University 
Dissertation: The Relevance of Offsetting Policy Effects: Covert Distributive Politics in the Conservation Reserve Program 
Advisot: Dr. R Becker 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE EDUCATION SPECIALIST AND 
MASTER'S DEGREE 
J BRUCE RAFERT, Dean, Graduate School 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
MASTER OF AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
Stewart Derrick Lee Aiken, SC 
MASTER OF FOREST RESOURCES 
William Hyman Brantley _______ Griffin, GA 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Economics and Statistics 
Alan Gaines Estes __________ Pendleton, SC Joseph Wallace Melton _________ Pickens, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Danelle Marie Duffy ---------- Fombell, PA Alison Marie Reed __________ Anderson, SC 
Biological Sciences 
Joseph Hopkin Bisesi, Jr. _______ Glen Burnie, MD Adrianna Nicole Zito ______ Westfield Center, OH 
Takashi Maie Kawasaki, Japan 
Environmental Toxicology 
Alan John Jones Mosheim, TN 
Food, Nutrition, and Culinary Sciences 
Yen-Hui Chen ___________ Taipei, Taiwan Jeffie Elisha Trammell ________ Dahlonega, GA 
Lindsey Anne Clarke California, MD 
Forest Resources 
David Walter Dantzler ---------=-,.---- Santee, SC Wess Michael Klunk __________ Hanover, PA 
Emily Jane Duerr Rhinelander, WI O'Niell Roy Tedrow New London, MN 
William Cory Heaton Anderson, SC John Howell Thrift Hartwell, GA 
Microbiology 
Marion Warren Shepherd, Jr. _____ Beaufort, SC 
Packaging Science 
Patricia Dione Guerra Marcondes ___ Clemson, SC 
Plant and Environmental Sciences 
Joseph David Bowden ________ Summerville, SC Shann Cory Tanner ---------~-Easley, SC 
William Wright Inman III Greenville, SC Ayse Tascan Seydiseh, Turkey 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
Patrick Christopher Ely _________ Atlanta, GA Kristin Leigh Meehan-~------- Athens, GA 
Bradford Alan Friebel Fort Myers, FL Matthew Alexander Noad Ontario, Canada 
Travis Ray Ingram Tifton, GA Kevin Neel Renwick Newberry, SC 
Sarah Ann Lauerman Central, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE 
Curt Hjalmar Berg III _______ North Augusta, SC Kevin Michael Hyslop ________ Spartanburg, SC 
Miranda Lee Beystehner Milan, OH Kathleen Louise Lilly La Grange Park, IL 
Jane Ann Bolin Enterprise, AL Sarah Gwyn Lyman Hagerstown, MD 
Donald Wayne Butler, Jr. St George, SC Ellen Cathey Martin Anderson, SC 
Meghan Marie Clemmens Aiken, SC Marie Oliver Mcfaddin Richmond, VA 
Brenna Dolores Costello Englewood, FL Brian Keith Miller Griffin, GA 
Justin Michael Dezendorf Highland Village, TX Jason Michael Mobraten Champlin, MN 
Megan Marie Gerend Wisconsin Rapids, WI David Benjamin Ruthven Central, SC 
Jason Mark Gibson Roanoke, VA Dwight Anthony Troyer Due West, SC 
Jefferson Ryne Hawkins Boiling Springs, SC Cassie Summers Walker Chapin, SC 
Lee Holcomb Henderson Easley, SC Christopher Lee Watt Prosperity, PA 
Jeremy Gene Hughes Easley, SC Scott Michael Weinhoff Random Lake, WI 
MASTER OF CITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING 
Keith Richard Brockington _______ Greenville, SC 
Monica Teal Camey Charlotte, NC 
Horace Thomas Holmes IIl ____ -..,,-,---,Edgefield, SC 
R Wayne Leftwich, Jr. Colonial Heights, VA 
Benjamin Scott Correll Spartanburg, SC Hazel Nadia Lewis Chaguanas, Trinidad 
Christopher A Damgen Upper Saddle River, NJ Jeffrey McAllister Mast Atlanta, GA 
Jacquelyn Diane Scott Fehler Greenville, SC Benjamin Grant Miller Crystal Lake, IL 
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MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT 
Swetha Gadwal ___________ Clemson, SC Brian John Vena __________ Forked River, NJ 
Xiaoyu Li Dalian, China Kyle Gamewell Watson North Augusta, SC 
Guy Burton Teachey II Richmond, VA 
MASTER OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
Jon Calabria Asheville, NC 
MASTER OF REAL ESTA TE DEVELOPMENT 
(Mascer of Real Estate Developmenr is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities and the College of Business and Behavioral Science.) 
Matthew Oliver Fuller __________ Destin, FL Shayda Jean Pourmand --------- Mauldin, SC 
Marshall Lee Helena, Jr. Port Royal, SC Travis Brandon Rice Anderson, SC 
Earl O'Neil McCoy lJl Myrtle Beach, SC Joshua Howard Ropa Vancouver, VA 
Jack Lawson Miller lJl Gatlinburg, TN Charles Andrew Rulick, Jr. Warren, OH 
Drew William Niederriter Memphis, TN Mark Cameron Stuermann Spartanburg, SC 
Paul David Nudelman Delray Beach, FL Jason Edward Tannery Seneca, SC 
Matthew Brian Phillips Chattanooga, TN 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Visual Arts 
Roger Young Lee __________ Los Angeles, CA Eileen Ash Powell ___________ Clemson, SC 
Nicole Y Morita Kapaa, HI Jennifer Laurel Stoneking-Stewart Talbott, TN 
MASTER OF ARTS 
English 
Sherri Linthicum Allred -------- Greenville, SC Bethany Amato Morgan-------- Greenville, SC 
Erica Kim Bailey Simpsonville, SC Nadirah Rahimah Shabazz Winnsboro, SC 
Kathleen Camille Colantonio Oak Hill, VA Daniel Richard Theis North Canton, OH 
Allison Brooke Kerns Seneca, SC Henry Drane Tindal IV Clemson, SC 
Erin R McCoy Monroe, NC Geoffrey Alexander Way Linden, VA 
History 
Timothy Edward Fenlon ________ Syracuse, NY Carol L Longenecker __________ Clemson, SC 
Andrew Brian Henson Blue Ridge, GA John Henry Spiers Colonial Heights, VA 
Thomas Patrick Kelley Newburyport, MA Amanda Kaye Sweeney Central, SC 
Andrew Cromer Land Seneca, SC Russell Ryan Williams Boiling Springs, SC 
Professional Communication 
David Brooks Alexander ________ Townville, SC Kevin W Human ____________ Pelzer, SC 
Nancy Kathleen Annett Poolesville, MD Katherine Victoria Hunter Simpsonville, SC 
Natalie Harriet Brown Gaffney, SC Holly Jean Kendjoria Greer, SC 
Laura Elaine Cunningham Newberry, SC Greg Brian Martin Brownwood, TX 
Raymond Davis Farmer Simpsonville, SC Kristal Dawne Swim Morehead, KY 
Jennifer C Hall Tampa, FL Bambi Michelle Thompson Hendersonville, NC 
Michael Nelson Hedges Easley, SC Marta Lee VanderStarre Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Historic Preservation 
(Master of Science in Historic Preservation is jointly administered by Clemson University and University of Charleston.) 
Kathryne Michael Joseph ________ Danville, KY Katie Ann Stojsavljevic _____ South Milwaukee, WI 
Kimberly Christine Norton St Louis, MO Paul Andrew Woodward Clemson, SC 
Christopher Alan Ohm Summerville, SC 
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Randall) Barnett_~------- Simpsonville, SC 
Kenneth Blake Bevard Clemson, SC 
Keith Douglas Lindsey~------- Simpsonville, SC 
Nikolaus Matthias Lischecong Spartanburg, SC 
Benjamin Matthew Blake Gainesville, FL Anthony Albert Miller Greenville, SC 
Kevin John Breedlove Clemson, SC Lauren Nicole Mullinax Easley, SC 
Hope Madelyn Brown Greenville, SC Sam Earle Oliver III Spartanburg, SC 
James John Ciallella Belmar, NJ Rosalynd Wells Resendiz Seneca, SC 
William Wyman Clanton Columbia, SC Charles Harold Robbins Savannah, GA 
Megan Katherine Desantis Loveland, OH john Dustin Robinson Greenville, SC 
Derek Clemens Engelhard Greenville, SC Andrew Ivar Saulitis, Jr. Annandale, VA 
Robert James Etheridge Aiken, SC Mark Nathanial Schnoor Davenport, IA 
Benjamin Bayard Gaines Lafayette, LA Dehong Shang Liao Ning, China 
Jeffrey Charles Gee West Columbia, SC William Michael Stephens Wesley Chapel, FL 
Gilbert Dennis Harmon Anderson, SC Thomas Michael Wagner, Jr. Lawrenceburg, IN 
Wanda Whitworth Harrison Simpsonville, SC Benjamen Storrs Watkins Jackson, WY 
Michael Evans Hubbard Orlando, FL Michael Keasler Welborn, Jr. Easley, SC 
Matthew S jerdan Chapin, SC David Thomas Welchel Taylors, SC 
Amber Dawn Krieger Two Rivers, WI 
MASTER OF PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANCY 
Shannon Vinson Forbes ________ Anderson, SC 
James Ryan Lebednik Orangeburg, SC 
Kevin Ryan Patterson---------- Liberty, SC 
Lisa Catherine Watkins Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
(Master of Public Administration is joindy administered by Clemson University and the University of South Carolina.) 
Christine Allison Campbell ------ Greenville, SC Gene Hetherington ___________ Easley, SC 
Gregory Leon Campbell Simpsonville, SC Lee William Looper Pickens, SC 
Randle Lee Evett Greenville, SC jam es Larr en Tucker Roebuck, SC 
MASTER OF ARTS 
Economics 
Jonathan Andrew Altman ________ Atlanta, GA Adam Timothy Pope_,_------- Spartanburg, SC 
Mehmet Babacan Istanbul, Turkey Christina Louanne Redmon Fort Mill, SC 
Leslee Brooke Conaway Milledgeville, GA Ann M Reed Clemson, SC 
Michael Bernard McDonald Waverly, PA Caleb Michael Rogers Greer, SC 
Hillary Nicole Morgan Louisville, KY Caihua Zheng Clemson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Applied Psychology 
Stacy Ann Balk -----------..,,___,Dubuque, IA Holly Ann Geldhauser -------- Providence, RI 
Rachael Daniels Overland Park, KS 
Applied Sociology 
Majdouline Ahmad Aziz Columbia, SC Sarah Lynn Musham Deward _______ Trenton, MI 
Christine Noelle Dietrich Blackbum __ Walnut Creek, CA Sang Gon Nam Seoul, Korea 
Christine Luanne Clark Greenville, SC Jennifer Ann Turchi Alexandria, VA 
Kelly M Davis Greenville, SC 
Graphic Communications 
Ralph Peter Daetwyler _________ Comelius, NC Andrew Michael Heck --------- Austin, TX 
Management 
Sam Earle Oliver III _______ Spartanburg, SC 
Marketing 
Kevin John Breedlove _________ Clemson, SC Amber Dawn Krieger ________ Two Rivers, WI 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
MASTER OF ENGINEERING 
Electrical Engineering 
Ahsan Kabir ___________ Austin, TX 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Bioengineering 
Stephanie Lorraine Arnold _______ Fort Mill, SC Shila Michelle Taylor ________ Birmingham, AL 
Tabitha Nichole Rosenbalm Blountville, TN Neil D Travis Seneca, SC 
Chemistry 
Julia Elizabeth Cooper _______ Rock Hill, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Adam Anthony D'Alessandro ___ North Charleston, SC Douglas Keith Mayfield ________ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Peter Leroy Datin Guthrie, OK Kyle Milledge Moody Walterboro, SC 
Donald Paul Fama Greenville, SC James Edward O'Reilly, Jr. Amherst, NH 
Marco Julian Friend Bethlehem, PA Jennifer Lynn Oswalt Batesburg, SC 
Stephen Brooke Furr Lakeland, FL Amo! Moraya Ranade Clemson, SC 
Clay Daniel Greene Anderson, SC Cyle Joseph Rhoades Hemingway, SC 
Adam Bailey Hall Little Rock, AR Laurie Marie Rhodes Isle of Palms, SC 
Amy Carol Hamlin Summerville, SC Shayaa A Smiley Clinton, SC 
Aaron David Juhasz Martinez, GA Liz Mary Stephen Kerala, India 
Lori Marie Koch Marmora, NJ David Wayne Wingard Hartsville, SC 
Brian Mitchell Logan Cottageville, SC 
Computer Engineering 
David Paul Atkinson, Jr. --------~Taylors, SC Karsten Lewis Lowe~-------- Scottsboro, AL 
Devang Hasmukh Bagaria Clemson, SC Srinidhi Narasimha Char Bangalore, India 
Matthew Allan Csencsits Clover, SC Thomas Michael Polon Fort Mill, SC 
Thomas Wilson Epton Seneca, SC 
Computer Science 
Robert R Bailey ___________ Cowpens, SC Anup Arvind Mehta _________ Mumbai, India 
John Randolph Dabney Greer, SC Brian Joseph Murphy Aiken, SC 
Danielle Dawn Deutsch Sugar Grove, IL James William Norman Spartanburg, SC 
Frank Simon Jasen III Owings Mill, MD Aparna R Prayaga Clemson, SC 
Yeshanth Kumar Jayakumar Clemson, SC Wayne Joseph Ryan Central, SC 
Arvind Kumar Kotturi Hyderabad, India William Phillip Taylor II Sumter, SC 
Electrical Engineering 
Brett Lang Castelloe _________ Asheboro, NC Andrew Edmund Neff Mauldin, SC 
James Michael Frye, Jr. Maryville, TN Vinod Kumar Polamreddy Adinarayanareddy _Clemson, SC 
Greta Scott Grizzard Central, SC Ninad Nilkanth Pradhan Mumbai, India 
Yongfeng Huang Clemson, SC Nikhil Arun Rane Clemson, SC 
Timothy David Hughes Missouri Valley, IA Ravikiran Bhaskar Singapogu Hyderabad, India 
Nikhil Shashank Karkhanis Dombivli, India Timothy Lee Smith Bethune, SC 
John Michael Luke Martinsburg, WV Ruth Reena Solomon Chennai, India 
]ithu Menon Thrissur, India Joel Gregory Steelman Newton, NC 
Environmental Engineering and Science 
Amy Margaret Attardo _______ New Orleans, LA William Brian Pool __________ Beaumont, TX 
John Paul Clements Florence, SC Lavan ya Ramasubramanian Chennai, India 
Yan jun He Lijiang, China Abhishek Bhagwansingh Yadav Clemson, SC 
Xiaoling Liu Hohhot, China 
Hydrogeology 
Megan Marie Iannacone ________ Bloomfield, NJ Robert C Workman _________ Greenville, SC 
Justin Lee Soberaski Hallock, MN 
Industrial Engineering 
Peter Branscheid ___________ Clemson, SC Abhilash Reddy Mekala ________ Clemson, SC 
Austin Lee Graham Central, SC Kaveri Ajit Thakur Mumbai, India 
Amy Hsu Greer, SC 
Materials Science and Engineering 
Radhika Chandrashekhar Bhave ______ Clemson, SC Dushyanth Vallabhai Pandana _____ Bangalore, India 
Mathematical Sciences 
Dennis John Adams-Smith ________ Central, SC Jennifer Robyn Marshall _______ Chapel Hill, NC 
Michael Case Gainesville, GA Timur Milgrom Brooklyn, NY 
Brian Christopher Dandurand Clemson, SC Calvin Abeo Price Clemson, SC 
Sharon E Darby Lusby, MD Laney Lee Sims Taylors, SC 
Nana Yaw Obene Dua-Kyei Mampong, Ghana Rebecca Carter Steorts Bluefield, WV 
Sarah Anne Ehinger Charleston, SC Frank Volny IV Clemson, SC 
Min-Jung Seo Gantt Pendleton, SC Joseph Robert Halley White DuBois, PA 
Stephen Michael Henry Nashville, TN 
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Mechanical Engineering 
Ajay Nowlay Ashok Nowlay _____ Coimbatore, India Shashidhar Putti _ _________ Hyderabad, India 
Vedik Bobba Chennai, India Raji Rexavier Kerala, India 
Swapna Reddy Chilukuri Hyderabad, India Wolfgang Schmittinger Simmem, Germany 
Michael Christopher Cosby Fort Valley, GA Rajat Sekhon Chandigarh, India 
Thulasiram Ezhilan Clemson, SC Gregory Paul Smith Mauldin, SC 
Brady Blackburne Godbey Irmo, SC Robert Harvin Smith, Jr. Brevard, NC 
Eric Fleming Johnson Mauldin, SC Christopher Ryan Spivey Clemson, SC 
Justin Lawrence Lapp Menomonie, WI Esvar Chandran Subramanian Chennai, India 
Todd Robert Luken Dublin, OH Joshua Aaron Tarbutton Clemson, SC 
Scott Christopher Monsch Simpsonville, SC Suman Velvaluri Hyderbad, lndia 
Mason Dane Morehead Alcoa, TN 
Physics 
Eric Joseph Bubar_-o----------~-,-Buffalo, NY Adria Celeste Updike --------- Berwick, ME 
Matthew Robert Troutman Gaithersburg, MD 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
EDUCATION SPECIALIST 
Administration and Supervision 
Donna Sanders McDowell Hartwell, GA 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING 
Middle Grades Education 
Susan Bennett Anderson ________ Woodruff, SC Beverly C Blassingame Murphy _______ Easley, SC 
Tracy A Beach Greer, SC Brittany Chrishea Neely Mauldin, SC 
Derrick Butler Anderson, SC Mariam Rosalie Noorai Seneca, SC 
Wanda G Cody Pickens, SC Lauren Dupre Phillips West Union, SC 
Michael Shane Cox Greenwood, SC Kathryn Blair Powers Fort Mill, SC 
Billy Farroll Daniels Greenville, SC Julie Marie Resua Herndon, VA 
Charles Gresham Forrester, Jr. Greenville, SC Rachel Jean Rhyne Seymour, TN 
Nichole Luzette Gilstrap Pickens, SC Lesley Renea Robinson Cowpens, SC 
Kimberly Lynn Green Greenville, SC Casey Leann Sams Belton, SC 
Matthew John Griffin Greenville, SC Antonia Castilo Schwarz Greenville, SC 
Ariane Rachelle Hunt Liberty, SC Shanika Devonne Smalls Vance, SC 
Tera Frances Jones Greenville, SC Carolyn D Smith Mauldin, SC 
Erin Rebecca Sims King Piedmont, SC Janer Michelle Rochester Spivey Pickens, SC 
Mary Helen Landmesser Simpsonville, SC Philip Ashley Teague Mountville, SC 
Ernest Edward Mackins Anderson, SC Keith Anthony Wilkes Seneca, SC 
MASTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
Jennifer Lynn Bell _________ _,,, Anderson, SC 
Michael Brian Bolling Willingboro, NJ 
Alix Josette Lacelarie ---------- Greer, SC 
Catheryn Davis McCraw Greenville, SC 
Mark Thomas Henly Denver, PA Lindsay Ann Melnyk Orland Park, IL 
Megan Lynn Honeycutt Salisbury, NC Jonathan Kime Neely Greer, SC 
Stephanie Elizabeth Howell Fort Mill, SC 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
Administration and Supervision 
Nancy Jean Paul Coleman _ ______ ~Laurens, SC James W Hopkins--------~~~ Donalds, SC 
Bryan Eugene Davis Williamston, SC Sarah Jean Stanhope South Kingstown, RI 
Jennifer Jones Hines Abbeville, SC Tanya Carol Wilson Clinton, SC 
Counselor Education 
Amber Lee Allen ____________ Seneca, SC Andrea Renee Chabek Lollis --- ---Anderson, SC 
Hannah Lynn Arnold Iva, SC Maria C Torres McCoy Mayaguez, Puerto Rico 
Farhan Aziz Dhahran, Saudi Arabia Sharon R McMahan Greenville, SC 
Michael David Baker Central, SC Alisa Lorraine Meador Landrum, SC 
Anna Lauren Campbell Spartanburg, SC Darris Roshawn Means Spartanburg, SC 
Ann Meredith Carman Dayton, OH Ronika Ashani Gore Middleton York, SC 
Danielle Jaclyn Carpenter Travelers Rest, SC Meagan R Morris Batesburg-Leesville, SC 
Sarah Claybrooks Coffey Spartanburg, SC Lauren Holloway Murchison Spartanburg, SC 
Mark William Convery Pittsburgh, PA Marijohn Bittle Norwood McColl, SC 
Elizabeth Shirer Cox Florence, SC Jessica R Pelfrey Mountain Rest, SC 
Erin Lee Daniel Greenville, SC Richard Patrick Peralta St Louis, MO 
Letha Ann Hill Evatt Belton, SC Susan Kubler Pritchett Simpsonville, SC 
Kara Lea Ferguson Clarinda, IA Kristin Nicole Retallick Irmo, SC 
Jonathan Kyle Fowler Williamston, SC James Taylor Robilotta Sayville, NY 
Laura Alice Garland Shippensburg, PA Tracie Nixon Scarborough Clinton, SC 
DeAnna Marie Gouge Marion, NC Shenese Eileen Showers Lithonia, GA 
Matthew Kermit Hammen Inman, SC Chine II Serena Singletary Florence, SC 
Kristi Brown Harrington Greer, SC Brandon Duane Smith Pelion, SC 
Jimmy Lee Howard, Jr. Aberdeen, MD Allison Marie Thompson Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Rose Keel Anderson, SC Kevin Shannon Wald Alpharetta, GA 
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Counselor Education (continued) 
William Henry Walker III ________ Beaufort, SC Kimberly Manzell West _______ Simpsonville, SC 
Monica Dionne Warris Lima, OH Amy Lynn Wheeler Snohomish, WA 
Victoria Gabrielle Watson Chesterfield, VA Loralea Davidson Wright Simpsonville, SC 
Elementary Education 
Kanta Sharma ___________ Jaipur, India 
Reading 
Margaret Ann Larhrom _______ Myrtle Beach, SC Megan Frances Richardson------ Simpsonville, SC 
Angela Suzette Miller Nichols, SC Ashley Michelle Simmons Seneca, SC 
Secondary Education 
Jc,hn Rhode Callaway _______ Boiling Springs, SC Shana Danielle Nolan Van Hoff _____ Darlington, SC 
Marissa Laurrec Taylor Cross Donalds, SC Patricia Lynn Weaver Anderson, SC 
Cami ta Kay Strickland Foster Anderson, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Nursing 
Melissa Sharon Blevins--------- Crewe, VA Julie Sain Justice Tryon, NC 
Rachel Leigh Case Greenwood, SC Shana Smith Keller Greenwood, SC 
Leigh Anne Chasteen Anderson, SC Evelyn Danette Porter Inman, SC 
Robin Carson Dannheisser Simpsonville, SC Jennifer Leigh Geter Rice Columbia, SC 
Kellie jean Davis-Hall Piedmont, SC Melissa F Saxon Westminster, SC 
Lisa Bennett Duggan Greenville, SC Lisa Blackman Speach Greenwood, SC 
Stacie Kristin Smith Eubanks North Augusta, SC Shannon Kaye Sternberg Mauldin, SC 
Deborah Anne Flanagan Mauldin, SC Julie Snider Vernon Anderson, SC 
Julie Lukker Fortson Greenville, SC Leanne Yengel Watkins Greenwood, SC 
Patricia Jeanne Huesgen Fowler Piedmont, SC Holisa Coleman Wharton Abbeville, SC 
Ashley N McCarson Frisch Greenville, SC Debra Kai Wilfong Greenville, SC 
Ann Patrice Galloway Greenville, SC Terry Carlisle Williams Greer, SC 
Kristen Nicole Arflin Hall Anderson, SC Kristy Michelle Wolff Irmo, SC 
Jenny L Jolley Chesnee, SC Laurie Kristen Hendrix Wybenga ____ Spartanburg, SC 
Bouvia McDaniel Jones Greenville, SC 
MASTER OF SCIENCE 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Ryan Paul Hegreness ---------- Mentor, OH Emily Danielle Randell _________ Galesburg, IL 
Katherine E Hommel Macomb, IL Thomas Crum Warren Charleston, SC 
GRADUATE SCHOOL 
MASTER OF FINE ARTS 
Digitial Production Arts 
Kent Len Chan ~~----------Sumter, SC Rupali Sharad Parekh _________ Burbank, CA 
Jamie Elizabeth Kelley Hartsville, SC 
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CANDIDATES FOR THE BACHELOR'S DEGREE 
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY, AND LIFE SCIENCES 
ALAN R SAMS, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Biological Sciences 
*Jason T Barter ____________ Greer, SC Liwen ]in ____ ~------- Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jessica Morgan Bruce Andrews, SC ***Brian James Nyvall Summerville, SC 
t***Katheryn Faith Dixon Easley, SC Laura C Porth Lexington, SC 
t**Summer] Fitts Awendaw, SC Rebecca Elizabeth Smith Augusta, GA 
*Margaret Kirkland Greene Union, SC t***Sara Virginia Tappan Knoxville, TN 
*Erik Daniel Howard Columbia, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Biological Sciences and English 
t**Nick F Bascom Hamilton, OH 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Agricultural and Applied Economics 
Kristen Michelle Bailey ________ Dunkirk, MD Edward G Sanders~ _________ St Helena, SC 
**William A Boyles Darlington, SC Wes Edward Sandifer Seneca, SC 
Verlon M Brown Conway, SC Alexander R Sereno Carrboro, NC 
Elizabeth Parkhill Campbell Queenstown, MD Ross Langdon Taylor St Helena Island, SC 
Bryan David Matthews Rocky Mount, VA 
Agricultural Education 
Theodore Carroll Bowie ________ Edgefield, SC Shane Michael Oxendine ________ Sumter, SC 
Roman Fox Aiken, SC Heather Loraine Schneider Rock Hill, SC 
Ashley Amber Granata Pickens, SC *Jimmie Lee Shaw Newberry, SC 
Gary Matthew Lutton Starr, SC Rebekah Kaye Darla Simons Edgefield, SC 
Jesse] Miskelly York, SC Kevin Jacob Sox Lexington, SC 
Agricultural Mechanization and Business 
John Wesley Hollis __________ Rock Hill, SC Michael A Smith ____________ Greer, SC 
Alaina Michelle Law Fort Mill, SC Lawrence L Weathers, Jr. Bowman, SC 
*Nicholas Paul McKie Trenton, SC 
Animal and Veterinary Sciences 
Anna Louise Alverson _________ Whitmire, SC Jennifer Lynn Mazza ~---------Houston, TX 
Heather M Barton Travelers Rest, SC *Megan Kathleen McGregor Columbia, SC 
Keith E Blum Dillon, SC *Virginia Susan Munson Florence, SC 
Meagan Renee Bradley Dalzell, SC Ramera Louise Nero Owings, MD 
Tabitha Nichole Braswell Mountville, SC Samantha Dee Russell St Matthews, SC 
Kathleen Elizabeth Burford Vicksburg, MS Carl B Setzler III Newberry, SC 
Kimberly D Chappell Rock Hill, SC *Jaclyn Elizabeth Sites Seneca, SC 
Kimberly Grey Craig Spartanburg, SC Sommer Leanne Skelton Anderson, SC 
Daphne Lenore Deketeleare Augusta, GA Meagan Sykes Isle of Palms, SC 
Ellen Rebecca Dreyer Indianapolis, IN Caitlyn M Thompson Greenwood, SC 
Lauren M Eiring Brooklyn, NY William Rushton Thomson Sharon, SC 
Jennifer Lauren Freeman Goose Creek, SC **Kelly E Triana Pawley's Island, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Ginn Charleston, SC Audrey LeeAnn Turbeville Rock Hill, SC 
Laura Patterson Grady Greeleyville, SC Crystal Dawn Vaughan Martin, SC 
t***Lindsey Marine Hammond Anderson, SC Kenneth Arthur Whetsell III Bowman, SC 
*Melissa Mae Healy Mt Pleasant, SC Craig McLain Whisenhunt Orangeburg, SC 
Charles N Hewett Simpsonville, SC *Jeffrey R Wilkins Gaffney, SC 
Catherine M Klein Port Matilda, PA Christyna Nichole Wilson Simpsonville, SC 
**Kimberly Helen Lednum Easley, SC Kathryn Aeree Woo Greenville, SC 
Rachael Lauren Luedtke Hanahan, SC 
Biochemistry 
t**Kristen Meredith Bieri _________ Moore, SC t**Gabrielle Ashleigh LaHatte ____ New Freedom, PA 
Sarah Irene Cefalu Slidell, LA **David Phillip Le Bel II Southern Pines, NC 
Amanda Marie Coleman Cope, SC t***Teng Nmn Lu Clemson, SC 
***Katherine Spencer Davis Columbia, SC t*Michelle Renee McDonough ____ Simpsonville, SC 
t*Ryan Everett Fecteau Conway, SC t**Vedang R Patel Fort Mill, SC 
David B Freeman Charleston, SC *Eric Kohl Ring Greer, SC 
t•• Andrew D Gettys Simpsonville, SC *Emily P Russell Spartanburg, SC 
Kevin Patrick Gibbs Greenville, SC t***Suzanne L Weaver Charlotte, NC 
t***Robert Aldworth Glass III Lexington, SC t**Charles Baker Wright Lawrenceville, GA 
t***Laura Christine Hart Cincinnati, OH t***YousefMahmoud Yasin Johnson City, TN 
**Kenneth Gregory Jackson Asheville, NC t**Mark N Ziats Olmsted Falls, OH 
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Biological Sciences 
Randy Dennis Albright ....,.. ______ Albuquerque, NM t**Erek Steven Majka Murrell's Inlet, SC 
***Louise Anne Alexander Greer, SC Krystal Nicolle Martin Easley, SC 
Robert L Allman York, SC t•••jenny Christine McCallister ____ Spartanburg, SC 
Lavita Daturia Anderson Apex, NC t**Meredith Leigh McCaskill ____ Pawley's Island, SC 
t**Shante D Bennett Charleston, SC Dallas Lavon McCoy Newry, SC 
Martha Paige Boatwright Clemson, SC Ryan Eugene McDaniel Leesville, SC 
*Erin Marie Booth Liberty, SC Alisa Cori McGehee Summerville, SC 
*Sarah E Broeker Hackettstown, NJ Timothy David Nafziger, Jr. Greenville, SC 
t••jefferson Naylor Brownell Charleston, SC *Tara Naomi Nicolette Isle of Palms, SC 
••Zachary Taylor Burroughs Easley, SC **Conwell S Ottenritter Phoenix, AZ 
Nicole Marissa Buzzell Walhalla, SC Ashley Nicole Parker North Charleston, SC 
*Tyler Randall Caruso Roebuck, SC Diviyesh B Patel Jonesville, SC 
Jennifer Chaikowski Wolcott, CT James Edward Patrick, Jr. Aiken, SC 
t*Megan J Condrasky Greenville, SC *Stephanie Lee Pendergrass ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC 
Ryan Mark Cook Easley, SC t•• Amy Lynn Petersen Norcross, GA 
t• Alexander Joseph Culp Rock Hill, SC t**Frances Sadler Poe Rock Hill, SC 
t••Charles William Culp Rock Hill, SC t**Megan Elizabeth Pruette Coto De Caza, CA 
Michelle K Cunningham Hanahan, SC Curtis Allen Puechl Hartsville, SC 
Douglas W Ellenberger Graniteville, SC t***jeffrey P Radabaugh Charleston, SC 
t***John Stephen Gosnell Landrum, SC Linnie Callison Rawl Columbia, SC 
*Joanna Marie Grabiak Annapolis, MD Alisha Gill Revorskie Plymouth, MA 
*Nicholas Clay Gregory Greenville, SC *Phillip Patrick Rideout Evans, GA 
James Carlyle Hanna II Columbia, SC *Shaena Lare Rouse Graniteville, SC 
Felicia A Hawthorne Norwell, MA Andrew Fredrick Sheffield Columbia, SC 
**Rachel Marie Herold Madison, AL Kely Lee Sheldon Charlotte, NC 
••Jessi Leigh Howard Georgetown, SC **John Stuart Skelton, Jr. Moore, SC 
t••Kelly Denise Jones Peterstown, WV *Allison Marie Townson Boiling Springs, SC 
*Timothy Scott Jordan Anderson, SC Nicholas Robert Trzaskus Louisville, KY 
Brian Thomas Kujawski Frederick, MD Jeremy Ryan Turner Rock Hill, SC 
t•••Spencer Gregory Kuper jasper, IN *Jefferson Tyler Warson Greenville, SC 
Richard Alan Landmesser II Blacksburg, SC Josephine V Wojdylo Anderson, SC 
Krishnan Angelique Larkin Flowery Branch, GA Justin Watson Yon Anderson, SC 
**Maggie E Lawhon Hartsville, SC 
Environmental and Natural Resources 
***Ryan G Bollinger Rock Hill, SC Tyler Jobe Hollingsworth ________ Anderson, SC 
t**Caroline Alicia Cunningham ____ Indianapolis, IN Sara Beth Jordan Aiken, SC 
**Kellie Elizabeth Davis Easley, SC t**Katherine Helen King Columbia, SC 
Matthew Todd Dewitt Greenville, SC Geoffrey Smeds Padgett Clemson, SC 
Bethel Brandon Durant Chapin, SC Taylor Scott Pool Burke, VA 
*Nicole E Gilbert Smithfield, NC t*John Byars Shuler York, SC 
Jesse Dean Harris Edgefield, SC Kimberly Rebecca Winn Grassy Creek, NC 
Food Science 
*Leah Charlotte Andress ________ Madison, AL **Ruby Yuen Yee Poon __________ Greer, SC 
Mary Lindsay Atkins Boiling Springs, SC Ashley Palmer Reid Seneca, SC 
*Bradley Alan Ballieu Roswell, GA Lindsey Drew Smith Greenville, SC 
Lauren Renee Brewer Cayce, SC **Margaret Anne Stautberg Cincinnati, OH 
Corrie Maria Davis Bishopville, SC *Martha Kathleen Turner Greenville, SC 
Ryan Joseph Eik Johnson City, TN **Rachel Elizabeth Turner Germantown, TN 
*Laura Ragan Gillespie Greenwood, SC Rachael E Wallace Fairfax Station, VA 
*Allison Kristin Kerfoot Spartanburg, SC Winifred Grace Watson Wadmalaw Island, SC 
Kassie E Keys Moncks Comer, SC Timothy Louis York, Jr. Easley, SC 
*Tara Elizabeth Matheny Aiken, SC ***Rachel M Yost Moore, SC 
Terolyn Dreme Nesmith Charleston, SC 
Forest Resource Management 
Drake William Carroll _________ Conway, SC *Chad B Mims ___________ Edgefield, SC 
Francis Baxter Culler, Jr. Otangeburg, SC *Evan B Palmer Charlotte, NC 
Bradley Kyle Dilday Raleigh, NC Travis D Perry Ridgeville, SC 
Thomas Nathanael Hood Central, SC *Justin Dean Smith Hartsville, SC 
Ryan Mcintyre Taylors, SC Mark Eric Williams Clio, SC 
Genetics 
t***Thomas Hendrix Beckham -----cc-_Aiken, SC **Stacy Marie Sannem ,---------""7"" Seneca, SC 
Sloan Andrew Calvert Greenwood, SC t•Tammy Marie Schwalm Greenville, SC 
t•Ryan Everett Fecteau Conway, SC t***Bryce Avery Seifert Boise, ID 
•Anna Elizabeth Marshall Rock Hill, SC t**Sean M Tynan Signal Mountain, TN 
t**Dylan Miles Nielson Columbia, SC *Sarah E Walker Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jennifer Marie Olmstead Newark, DE 
Horticulture 
Christopher Ross Browne _______ _,,Anderson, SC Hoke Smith Hill III __________ Clemson, SC 
Wayne Howard Dukes, Jr. Reevesville, SC Allison Hope justice Fair Play, SC 
**Shawna Kaylene Frooman Atlanta, GA Vance Lee Vollmer Lexington, SC 
Joshua Robert Gantt Leesville, SC Phillip Adrian Zellner Greenville, SC 
Michael William Henry, Jr. Greenville, SC 
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Microbiology 
t*Brittany Lynn Adams _____ Colorado Springs, CO Andre Eugene McCullough ________ Sumter, SC 
Tiffonie Nicole Brown Bennettsville, SC Mary Lauren Nickels Hilton Head Island, SC 
Shellery Deniece Cunningham Waterloo, SC •Andrew Mciver Phillips Spartanburg, SC 
*Melanie Alice Gavin Bel Air, MD Sonya Michelle Nazar Prosser Easley, SC 
t**Philip Joel Harris Honea Path, SC George P Reid Greer, SC 
*Danielle Marie Holland Pittsburgh, PA Jonathan David Rollins Aiken, SC 
Amanda Fem Leland Dayton, OH t**Christina Lynn Smith Dacula, GA 
Jimmy Chao-Ping Ma Central, SC Josephine V Wojdylo Anderson, SC 
Packaging Science 
Insley Amelia Allen ___________ Aiken, SC Syntha Christina Neal ----------Greer, SC 
john Michael Barnett Mt Pleasant, SC Virginia Ann Porter Atlanta, GA 
Jonathan Charles Hughey Simpsonville, SC Christopher Michael Selby Huntsville, AL 
Kelly Elizabeth Kesack Seneca, SC Frances Green Swink Effingham, SC 
Brian Kendrick Kodama Summerville, SC Robert Mark Taylor Thomson, GA 
*Dana Rachael Mullen Columbia, SC Stuart L Yarborough Swansea, SC 
Pre .. professional Studies 
***Lauren Cecilia Barnett _______ Charleston, SC *Jason Hinton Looper __________ Easley, SC 
**Kati Elizabeth George Greer, SC 
Turfgrass 
john W Bagwell __________ Summerville, SC *Peter Douglas Hughes--------- Seneca, SC 
James E Barker North Charleston, SC Phillip C Mays Fair Play, SC 
Jeremy Leonard Bouknight Irmo, SC Nicholas Alexander Menchyk Butler, PA 
John David Boyce Rutherfordton, NC Steven D Thompson Moore, SC 
Gregory Michael Burgess Rock Hill, SC *Chancy Lee Welker Salters, SC 
Michael Paul Cauley Elgin, SC 
Wildlife and Fisheries Biology 
George A Campbell ___________ Sumter, SC *Tabitha M Owen __________ Greenville, SC 
Michael Adam Davis Edgefield, SC Frank Camden Owens IV Greenville, SC 
James Wade Garland London, KY Benjamin Rush Padget Lexington, SC 
***Matthew Grey Johnson West Columbia, SC William D Price Gaffney, SC 
*James B Kesler Newberry, SC Daniel Allen Sabath Fort Mill, SC 
t*Richard Brett Little Rock Hill, SC Keelie Shea Shealy Saluda, SC 
Trenton Howard Miller Lancaster, SC *Michael G Waller West Union, SC 
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND HUMANITIES 
JANICE CER VELLI SCHACH, Dean 
BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS 
Morgan June Elvington _________ Florence, SC *Margaret Kinman Nickles Greenville, SC 
Maria Suzanne Fralick Bamberg, SC Rachel B Rittenberg Sullivan's Island, SC 
*Stephanie A Godfrey Rock Hill, SC Kelsey Grace Robinson Spartanburg, SC 
*Rebekah Ellen Hinson Heath Springs, SC Katherine Alexandra Stephens ____ Newport News, VA 
Stephanie Lynn justice Hilton Head Island, SC Courtney Lanier Stewart Irmo, SC 
**Elizabeth Angeline May Chapin, SC *Jennifer Lynne Stuart Greenville, SC 
*Megan E McGee Greer, SC **Erin Olivia Tarte Florence, SC 
BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 
t***Evan Patrick Beier ________ R.ochester, NY *Kelly Renae Miller __________ Fort Mill, SC 
Mark V Cassidy, Jr. Seaville, NJ Jordan Thomas Noblin Cowpens, SC 
William N Gainey Gilbert, SC Christopher D Parris Woodruff, SC 
*Nancy Tucker Graham Lancaster, SC David Bradley Webb Castle Rock, CO 
*Daniel Brewster Kelley Easley, SC Matthew M Williams Columbia, SC 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Architecture 
*Alison York Alexander ________ Mocksville, NC Charles Warren Davis IV ________ Cheraw, SC 
*Melanie R Anderson Little Mountain, SC ***Steven Lars Dejonckheere Spartanburg, SC 
Mazyar Asbaghi Tehran, Iran *Nathanael Frambes Dicks Decatur, GA 
*jade E Bellack Easley, SC M Caroline Eskridge Greenville, SC 
Matthew D Belt Norton, MA *Dale Vernon Fenton Simpsonville, SC 
Eric B Bennett Lexington, SC ***Jason Andrew Fleming Charleston, SC 
Johanna Elena Betancourt Bogota, Colombia t***Jill Elise Hazel Columbia, SC 
t••jackson McLain Blalock Shelby, NC Daniel j Herrera Marietta, GA 
Jason Ryan Boyd Hilton Head Island, SC Ashley Laura Hoffman Myrtle Beach, SC 
Kimmie Elizabeth Bumgardner Lancaster, SC Jarret Charles Hudson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Tiffany Morgan Cain Orangeburg, SC *Whit McEntire Johnson Columbia, SC 
t***Nicole Lindsay Carter High Point, NC *Jessica Erin Latour Clemson, SC 
Christopher M Clemmons Goose Creek, SC •Alexander S Lay Hartsville, SC 
William L Coleman Conyers, GA Robert Marsh Lindley Jeffersonville, IN 
t***Todd K Culbertson Olney, MD *Thomas Christopher Lentine Birmingham, AL 
Lisa Michelle Davenport Minneapolis, MN *Robert Meyers Neel Newberry, SC 
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Architecture (concinued) 
**Scephanie D PearSlm ________ Anderson, SC Melissa Ellen Vandiver-------- Columbia, SC 
Marc Pirch1nl1ser Sparcanburg, SC Juscin Price Wallace Darlingcon, SC 
*Richard M,>rgan Reese, Jr. Anderson, SC Laura F Watkins Aiken, SC 
William G<\rn:tt Scarborough Gasconia, NC t**David Aaron Wells Greenville, SC 
t**K<\charine Jt'anne Se<\man Simpsonville, SC Bradley Lance Williams Greer, SC 
Lamar Anchlmy Simmons Scott Beauforc, SC Jon Michael Williamson Lancaster, SC 
Lerone Roques Smalls Vance, SC *Gwendolyn Anne Wolfgang Watkinsville, GA 
*Kimberly J Taylor North Augusta, SC 
Communication Studies 
t**Lauren Elizabeth Acsell ______ Mt Pleasant, SC t*T racy Lee Kracker _________ Charleston, SC 
Caroline Allen Charlotte, NC Maura Louise Lawson Mc Pleasant, SC 
t**Corrie Jean Ann Austin Charlescon, SC Dru W Lewis Greenville, SC 
*Christine Benesole Easley, SC Elizabeth Ann Mager King of Prussia, PA 
Katherine Elizabeth Bowen Kannapolis, NC *Maureen Frances Mahan Mc Pleasanc, SC 
*Rebecca Powers Brunson Lexington, SC Carey Gardner McArthur Hartsville, SC 
Shannon Alicia Campbell Enfield, CT William Douglas McDonald Travelers Rest, SC 
Daniel Ross Cathy Fayetteville, GA **Aimee M McLaughlin Anderson, SC 
*Emily Genevieve Choate Atlanta, GA **Rebecca Britten Meyer Greenville, SC 
*Elizabeth Ann Clark Myrtle Beach, SC Kytt G Moore Simpsonville, SC 
Mallory K Cook Orlando, FL t**Katharine M Morton Irmo, SC 
**Rebecca Russell Darr Spartanburg, SC **Meredith L Pate Tucker, GA 
Carissa Donovan Donges Worcester, MA Alison M Poteat Danville, VA 
Martha Davis Dove Winnsboro, SC Marian Claire Pouch Greenville, SC 
Alexander Joseph Drozd Wilmette, IL *Katharine B Ranken Erie, PA 
Erin A Evans Mauldin, SC *john Matthew Reynolds Lilburn, GA 
Julie Marie Gage Honea Path, SC *Gina Amelia Rigler Kennett Square, PA 
Tracie A Gesel Buffalo, NY Amanda Blair Slusne Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Sarah P Gledhill Woodstock, GA *Katherine McKenna Smich Kennesaw, GA 
**Leandra Sue Golden Hanover, PA **Amber Leigh Stevens West Columbia, SC 
*Jimmi Leigh Griffin Greenville, SC 
*Heacher Marie Gwinn Spartanburg, SC 
*Carrie Rebecca Scokes Greenville, SC 
*Katherine N Terry Hartsville, SC 
Amanda Celeste Hackenberg Piedmont, SC Matthew L Tomlinson Simpsonville, SC 
**Kathryn Elizabeth Hamill Walkersville, MD *Katherine Grace Walton Bedford, VA 
*Kathleen Derrick Hicks Columbia, SC Jenna Marie Wessinger Goose Creek, SC 
Margaret Francis Hulsey Round 0, SC Leslie Terece Winkler Central, SC 
t*Julia Anne Kirby Spartanburg, SC Kelly M Woods Woodbridge, VA 
Alyson Lindsey Knight Lexington, SC Richard Darning Yu Greenville, SC 
**Emily Ruth Kosa Greenville, SC 
English 
*Lindsay Hope Brasingcon Columbia, SC t**Liza Lauren Lucas _________ Florence, SC 
Latisha Renee Brown Orangeburg, SC Mary Aileen Magrane Charleston, SC 
Caitlyn Annie Burke Northboro, MA *Jennifer Ann Mason Charleston, SC 
Elizabeth Ann Butler Germantown, TN Taryn Brooke May Beaufort, SC 
Sarah Mae Cooper Westminster, SC ***Margaret Ann McGill Kingstree, SC 
**Michelle L Devita Simpsonville, SC *Celeste Marie McNeil Atlanta, GA 
***Andrea Kelley Devon Greenville, SC Lindsey C Meleski Richmond, VA 
Allyson Moira Drysdale Oxford, MD ***Donna Dorr Needham Pendleton, SC 
t**Thomas William Duttweiler ___ Heidelberg, Germany James Kevin Nichols, Jr. Pickens, SC 
David William Fisher Simpsonville, SC *Angelina Oberdan St Louis, MO 
Kathryn Leigh Fry Pawley's Island, SC **Sarah Barnes Oliver Sumter, SC 
***Alissa Marie Green Greenville, SC Benjamin Michael Parker Irmo, SC 
Cheri L Green Seneca, SC t**Philip Douglas Poole Roebuck, SC 
Amanda Lee Guerrero Travelers Rest, SC Emily H Price Greenville, SC 
Amanda Gail Gurganus Boiling Springs, SC Christen R Ritchie Columbia, SC 
Jeremy Kyah Hicks Anderson, SC Jenny K Rogers Lexington, SC 
**Michael Ryan Hunley Aiken, SC *Logan D Satterwhite Milford, VA 
*Courtney Jeanne Jenkins Balcimore, MD Cary Emerson Smith McLean, VA 
Richard D Johnson Greenville, SC *Brett Bowen Tingley Charlotte, NC 
*Nicole Lyn Keen Murrell's Inlet, SC *Amy Beth VanDeburgh Chapin, SC 
*Gregory Warren Khezrnejat Piedmont, SC t**Natalie Gibson Vereen Mt Pleasant, SC 
t***Katherine Grace Knott Boiling Springs, SC Deborah Anne Wheeler Taylors, SC 
Alastair Mark Knowles Nassau, Bahamas Kaitlin Virginia Wiley St Joseph, MI 
Latrice Sheena Lary Dorchester, SC *Hannah Louise Wright Easley, SC 
Andrew Paul Lawley St George, SC *Steven Michael Zimmerman Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Julia Elizabeth Ledbetter Blythewood, SC 
History 
*Emma Margaret Alley-------- Columbia, SC Jonathan Adam Durham ________ Greenville, SC 
*Emily Christine Andrews Columbia, SC **George Randolph Elder Valley Center, KS 
*Kristan Danielle Blanding St Stephen, SC Kevin Grant Ellis Gaffney, SC 
*Thomas Andrew Bonner Rock Hill, SC **Brandon Kyle Essary Easley, SC 
*Sarah Ashley Burris Milford, DE Brett Ferreira Zimbabwe, Africa 
Mary K Cattrell Spartanburg, SC t***Laura Joy Foxworth Lexington, SC 
*Christopher Dale Coker Greenville, SC Christine A Goetz Cincinnati, OH 
Jossica Shawnteia Davis Orangeburg, SC Ashley Lauren Goldberg Weston, FL 
t · Brynn Nicole Dehay Charleston, SC Nicholas Lee Groomes Seneca, SC 
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History (continued) 
t•••Mark Kirkley Ingram ________ Cheraw, SC *Katherine L Rogers----------- Greer, SC 
Elizabeth Mansari Jamison Clemson, SC *David Shawn Smith Asheboro, NC 
Kelly Marie Karlinski Marietta, GA Ryan Eugene Smith Easley, SC 
Alexander Page Lewis Spartanburg, SC t•Page P Snyder Jacksonville, AL 
Thomas E Lynn Mt Pleasant, SC Emily 0 Spears Charlotte, NC 
Marion Shaw McDonald, Jr. Greenville, SC Anne Green Taylor Greenville, SC 
Laura E Nicholson Columbia, SC Ryan P Thacker Manitowoc, WI 
Micah Luke Reynolds Seneca, SC 
Language and International Trade 
t***Rebecca Glen Dawsey ______ ...,- Marietta, GA ••Jessica Faith O'Rourke ______ Yarmouthport, MA 
Anne Tayler Dorsam Mt Pleasant, SC Dylan H Parker Seneca, SC 
*Carrie Mae Eckel Greenville, SC Emeline Charlotte Planche Arlington, VA 
Whitney Delane Ford Charleston, SC Jessica Leigh Potter Hilton Head Island, SC 
Matthew Bryce McCrary Hedlund Marietta, GA Katherine Cavel! Ross Dallas, TX 
Catherine Mary Howe Charleston, SC Richard Talon Smith Seneca, SC 
Sven Lauterwasser Munich, Germany *Caroline Leeanne Stevens Johnson City, 1N 
*Steven John Leclair Windsor, NY Emily M Wersinger Greenville, SC 
*Charles Mitchell Myers Westminster, SC 
Modern Languages 
t••jeffrey Durant Clinkscales Sumter, SC Travis Steven Jones ___________ Greer, SC 
*Matthew Kenneth Dobson Six Mile, SC **Emily Ruth Kosa Greenville, SC 
t***Michael Thomas Geib ___ Hilton Head Island, SC *Mary Irene Rosemond Greer, SC 
t**Katie Lynn Hare North Canton, OH Emily M Wersinger Greenville, SC 
Eva Maria Hirschmann Pittsford, VT 
Philosophy 
*Laura E Ceva Pauline, SC Ryan Thomas Kopp __________ Lexington, SC 
Nathaniel Francis Holly ____ North Myrtle Beach, SC Jessica Wilson Parks Anderson, SC 
*Kyle Peter Jensen Orangeburg, SC *Adam Joseph Smith Mason, MI 
Nicholas Ryan Johnson Oak Hill, VA Karin Marie Yon Kaenel Clemson, SC 
Production Studies in Performing Arts 
Lisa Bergman Ackerman Fountain Inn, SC *Megan Laura Israel --------~Kensington, MD 
Justin Neil Ames Greer, SC *Mary Cameron McManis Germantown, TN 
Christopher Zungoli Bellinger Pendleton, SC t•••Claire C Pavlich Chagrin Falls, OH 
*John Vernon Breitmeier West Melbourne, FL *Stefanie Leigh Sims Powdersville, SC 
Zachary Tyler Broyles Simpsonville, SC Amanda Darlene Stertz Edgefield, SC 
*Michael Paul East Bluffton, SC *Andrew Mark Stoeber Greenville, SC 
••Andrew Clarke Flandry Spartanburg, SC Deborah Lynn Threadgill Newnan, GA 
t***Michael Thomas Geib ____ Hilton Head Island, SC Sara James Towne Germantown, TN 
Scott Jeffrey Human II Landrum, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Communication Studies and Political Science 
t••Lauren Frances Thorne Wilmington, NC 
Economics and English 
Mark J Nesbitt Fayetteville, NC 
English and History 
t••jessica Kristin Cheek Greenville, SC 
English and Political Science 
*Ryan James Gibson San Diego, CA 
English and Psychology 
t**Caroline Louise Shewmaker_ Hilton Head Island, SC 
English and Spanish 
t***Katherine Marie Roberts _____ Toccoa, GA 
History and Philosophy 
David Yancey Green Lake Monticello, SC 
History and Political Science 
t*Bradley H Ellison Knoxville, TN 
*Michael Scott Sheridan Columbia, SC 
History and Spanish 
*Sarah Jane Turner Greer, SC 
Sociology and Spanish 
Dawn Katherine Robertson Carlsbad, CA 
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Construction Science and Management 
***Richard Colin Baker -------- Williston, SC *Rachel Elizabeth Mollica ------~Anderson, SC 
Cornelius Wesley Bensen IV Anderson, SC Diego Daniel Montes-Rioux Simpsonville, SC 
Wesley R Byrd Darlington, SC Allan James Oliver Greenville, SC 
Francesco Cardella Orlando, FL James Hilton Parsons IV Greenville, SC 
Zachary Augustine Carter Greer, SC *Theodore Joseph Petrides Mt Pleasant, SC 
Colin Chalupa Bluffton, SC Marcel Troy Phillips Beaufort, SC 
Roy Pare Cheney Grovetown, GA ***Matthew Whirimore Porter Cheraw, SC 
*Jason Bruce Clarke Nashville, TN Matthew David Purvis Florence, SC 
Timothy Howard DeBeer Atlanta, GA Trevor T Robertson Marietta, GA 
Joshua Harry Delph Spartanburg, SC **Donald Nicholas Roe Easley, SC 
John Andrew Devine Columbia, SC *Eric Brandon Royaards Greenville, SC 
***Fletcher Leander Dickert North Augusta, SC Philip D Runyon Sullivan's Island, SC 
William Brenton Dixon Seneca, SC Brian T Sharp Rock Hill, SC 
Jordan Andrew Faulkenberry Mt Pleasant, SC *Deanna Carol Skipper Conway, SC 
**Nathaniel D Grachan Liberty, SC Noah Joseph Smith Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Andrew C Hagood Charleston, SC James McFadden Spann IV Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Thomas Robert Hamilton Norcross, GA **Catherine J Steinmacher Fremont, Ml 
Christopher S Hicks Simpsonville, SC Matthew Brian Terrell Atlanta, GA 
Andrew Thomson Holland Seneca, SC Richard Cameron Tuckfield Aiken, SC 
Jonathan Myles Hubbard Seneca, SC **Austin R Whitley Greenville, SC 
Jason Ryan Hughes Richland, WA *Edward C Wier Columbia, SC 
Tyler C Jones Mt Pleasant, SC Daniel H Zabel Mauldin, SC 
*Jessica Erin Latour Clemson, SC Gregory John Zaia Medfield, MA 
Mark Tyler McKee Greer, SC 
Design 
Lester H Liles III ___________ Columbia, SC Shawn Barry Whitman _________ Clinton, SC 
Language and International Health 
(Language and International Health is jointly administered by the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities and the College of Health, Education, and Human Development.) 
*Mary Alexandra Sutton ______ Coatesville, PA 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
DA YID W GRIGSBY, Interim Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Economics 
**Crystal Leilani Eden __________ Burke, VA ***Jessica Emily Shain _________ Wheaton, IL 
Adam Edwards Ninety Six, SC Jennifer Lynn Slate Chester, VA 
Anna D janiec Greer, SC t***Christen Marie Smith Oak Ridge, TN 
t** Anna Carrigan Lockhart Columbia, SC Cody Tye Sparks La Crescenta, CA 
*Michael Shane Perkins Aiken, SC **Tare Marrin Watkins Nashville, TN 
Laura R Register Columbia, SC 
Political Science 
Nicholas Joseph Benvenuti ____ North Brookfield, MA **Shelden Hoffman _________ Anderson, SC 
*Peter Fletcher Boardman Montreat, NC Barbara Ann Johnson Mayesville, SC 
*Katherine Annette Brackett Bath, ME *Brandon Paul Jones Simpsonville, SC 
Taryn Ani Brice Stafford, VA t*Erin M Lloyd Anderson, SC 
*James E Brogdon III Pinopolis, SC Elizabeth Ann Mager King of Prussia, PA 
William Preston Bryan Edgefield, SC Charles Richard Mustin III Piedmont, SC 
Sarah Christine Bush Davenport, IA Maggie A Rauck Daleville, VA 
Danielle Christine Bushey Danbury, CT Brian Michael Reburn Rock Hill, SC 
William Joseph Dorris, Jr. Marietta, GA t**Casey Anne Rice Barnwell, SC 
Matthew Parrish Edson Easley, SC *Kevin B Robinson Walhalla, SC 
*Jessica Edwards The Woodlands, TX William Rajesh Sadoo Phoenixville, PA 
Parke Elise Espy Columbia, SC *Melissa Sue Shea Travelers Rest, SC 
t**Jason McDermott Gainey Simpsonville, SC Matthew James Sullivan Marshfield Hills, MA 
*Brittney Regan Gamble Cary, NC Donald William Wetzel, Jr. Spartanburg, SC 
Margaret A Gattis Ann Arbor, MI Derek R White Dover, DE 
Suzannah Lee Glover Charleston, SC Charles Willie Wise, Jr. Fort Worth, TX 
Psychology 
t*** Ashley Lane Agnew _______ Greenville, SC Jessica Ann Crouch __________ Marietta, GA 
*Emily Delilah Beasley Irmo, SC *Erin E Culhan Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Cotsworth Bednar Dallas, TX Felicia LeAnn Cunningham Due West, SC 
*John Adam Beeco Easley, SC *Kathleen D Davenport Effingham, SC 
Megan Elizabeth Burns Fountain Inn, SC *Matthew Richard Denny Windsor, NY 
*Jennifer Marie Carney Shoreham, NY Heather Elizabeth Drylie Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Shannon M Carroll Duluth, GA Catherine Jean-Anne Dukes Duluth, GA 
**Karissa Chorbajian Chorbajian Greenville, SC ***Courtney Elaine Dutton Spartanburg, SC 
Shelby E Colley Simpsonville, SC Victoria Kathleen Emde Simpsonville, SC 
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Psychology {continued) 
Amanda Lee Giesken ---------Fairfield, CT Kendra Ladone Patterson ________ Seneca, SC 
Stephanie Ann Gullickson Spartanburg, SC Laurel Michelle Proulx Clemson, SC 
t***Lauren Marie Haack Hartland, WI t**Sharon Anne Radomski Oradell, NJ 
t***Kathryn Renee Hamilton Greenville, SC Richard Hancock Reams Macon, GA 
t**Tara Lynn Harrington Cincinnati, OH **Lauren Elizabeth Reis Darnestown, MD 
Sheena Michelle Hart Lyman, SC *Nicole Marie Reynolds Peachtree City, GA 
t**Natalie Kristina Irby Anderson, SC t••Jessica Karen Schulte Ypsilanti, Ml 
Kasey Lynn Lawson Columbia, SC Meredith E Smith Greenville, SC 
Travis Albert Loughran Amherst, NY *Kathryn F Swain Woodruff, SC 
*Wendy Lee Lynch Dubuque, IA *Danielle Ashley Tardiff Long Branch, NJ 
***Brooke Christine Manger Gaithersburg, MD Adam Francis Trapasso Greer, SC 
Elizabeth Bracken McGuan Rockville, MD Rachael E Wallace Fairfax Station, VA 
Sociology 
*Katherine Susan Bonner _______ Charleston, SC Angela Marie Huff -------- Simpsonville, SC 
Kelly Grace Bridges Florence, SC **Traci Rebecca Jones Greer, SC 
Lauren Ashley Brock Columbia, SC *Denatra Donnette McClurkin McConnells, SC 
Lorenzo Alexis Bromell Georgetown, SC Tara B Oates Irmo, SC 
Rebecca Lynn Clark Craps Summerville, SC *Jennifer Parker Scott Baltimore, MD 
Richard Ryan Dawson Fort Mill, SC ***Amanda jade Wallace Lancaster, SC 
*Jessica C Hasell Gaffney, SC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
German and Psychology 
t***Genevieve Ada Mendes Florence, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Accounting 
Jennifer Anne Antley ________ Graniteville, SC t***Matthew Paul Hodges _______ Lexington, SC 
*Mark S Bailey Aiken, SC ***Shawn Michael Hutchinson Eldon, MO 
t**Elizabeth A Bearfield onesborough, TN Howard Clinton Jones Marietta, GA 
Kirkley Elizabeth Braswell Newberry, SC *Tyler M Keisler Gilbert, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Burton Greenville, SC ***Emily Suzanne Long Greenville, SC 
Lindsay Renee Campbell Easley, SC *Natasha Maya Maharaj Bamberg, SC 
Andrew Joseph Carta Central, SC Timothy Walter McCarron, Jr. Winnetka, IL 
t*Michael Clemmens Aiken, SC Janet Marie Murphy Camden, SC 
t*Brynn Nicole Dehay Charleston, SC Michael Edward Oheir Baltimore, MD 
*Carla R Furr Easley, SC *Jodi Ann Redlinger Pittsburgh, PA 
*Caroline Lawrence Hall Columbia, SC Allison Kay Toney Montevallo, AL 
*Kevin Pedersen Harmon Brick, NJ Pearl Pui-Shan Tsang Mt Pleasant, SC 
*Lindsay Marie Harrelson Easley, SC 
Economics 
Joshua Martin Baynard _________ Clemson, SC t***)ohn Mercer Masslon II ______ Bethel Park, PA 
Susan Marie Concannon Braintree, MA Allison Brittany Murphy Columbia, SC 
Travis Christopher Cooper Anderson, SC t***)ason T Murray Kingsport, TN 
Douglas Michael Copper Irmo, SC *Brian Lawrence Nicholson Travelers Rest, SC 
t••• Andrew O'Donnell Coyle Columbia, SC Ryan Anthony Scelza White River Junction, VT 
Matthew D Darby Mt Pleasant, SC *David Andrew Schendel Florence, SC 
Michael Christopher Kastner Powdersville, SC *Benjamin Clifford Street Six Mile, SC 
Ryan C Koontz Topeka, KS *Russell Eugene Warner Clemson, SC 
*Richard Edward Lamping 111 Loveland, OH *Raymond T Wooten Clemson, SC 
t*Michael Bradford Lawrence Towson, MD 
Financial Management 
Michelle Elizabeth Akers Pendleton, SC t**Emily Claire Evans _________ Lakeland, FL 
Bryan Robert Baggett Blythewood, SC *Matthew Craig Farver Reidsville, NC 
**Crystal Dawn Baird-Martowski ___ West Granby, CT t**)ennifer Leigh Faulkner Dayton, OH 
t*Matthew R Barry Marietta, GA *jack Robert Feigleson Katy, TX 
Robert Hunter Bell Columbia, SC Jeffrey Joseph Fisher Charlotte, NC 
Andrew Cullen Blair Lilburn, GA *Sara Diane Fox Summerville, SC 
Jeffrey Ryan Blanton Simpsonville, SC Alexander Harrison Gaddy Atlanta, GA 
*Caroline K Boden Louisville, KY James Manning Garrett Fountain Inn, SC 
David Brandon Borron Anderson, SC *Robert W Garrison Greenville, SC 
**Aja Charnisse Brantley Atlanta, GA Jeffrey Harold Gaze Greenville, SC 
Matthew Ross Bregel Towson, MD Robert Ryan Goldsmith Greenville, SC 
Barbi Heather Breimann Greenville, SC t**Daniel) Graff West Columbia, SC 
Joseph Bruce Brown, Jr. Greenville, SC *Daniel Patrick Heffernan Roswell, GA 
Joseph P Bryan Stone Mountain, GA Amber D Hellin Charleston, SC 
Jonathan L Bryda Norwood, MA *Richard 0 Holley Aiken, SC 
Walter Scott Burgess Greenville, SC t*Evan Hess Hopkins Greenville, SC 
Lauren Marie Caratura Holmdel, NJ Michael D Hughes Florence, SC 
**Melissa L Collins Lancaster, SC *Jordan William Huthwaite Little Silver, NJ 
Christine Anne Copher Medway, MA *Michael john Huthwaite Little Silver, NJ 
t**Chaise Allen Crosby Goose Creek, SC Jonathan T Jackson Seneca, SC 
•Reid 0 Danielson Irmo, SC Eric Lynn Jeffcoat, Jr. Swansea, SC 
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Financial Management (continued) 
Thomas Little Kapp, Jr. ________ Edisto Island, SC Caroline G Redmond ---------Columbia, SC 
t••Brooke Leigh Keverline Lake City, SC Andrew Edward Rensi Hockessin, DE 
Ernest Lloyd Kiefer III Hartsville, SC William Mackenzie Reynolds Columbia, SC 
*Ryan James Lindsay Johnson City, TN *Ashley Nicole Rowe Conover, NC 
Elizabeth Anne Madigan Orlando, FL •Andrew David Savant Winter Haven, FL 
Lauren M Madsen Rock Hill, SC Kelly Nichole Shook Newton, NC 
Adam P Major Piedmont, SC t***Lauren Elizabeth Smith Greer, SC 
Ryan Blake Marshall Southampton, Bermuda Joshua W Standera Greer, SC 
t*Jessica Barron Martin Hickory, NC Leandria Elizabeth Streeter Goose Creek, SC 
Jonathan David McKee Florence, SC Christopher L Tamsberg Georgetown, SC 
Michael Paul Metzger Oakron, VA *Roxanna Marshall Tinsley Florence, SC 
Andrew Warren Milne Charlotte, NC Graydon Blair Tomlinson Mauldin, SC 
Kyle Patrick Mottern Knoxville, TN **Taylor Trotter Hilton Head Island, SC 
Matthew Paul Nodtvedt Isle of Palms, SC Ross G Umberger Columbia, SC 
Susan Hall Norton Charleston, SC Caroline W Utsey Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Mark Riley Owen Greenville, SC Rodney Antigo Washington Darlington, SC 
Brett D Perry Marietta, GA *Jacquelyn Kathleen Wiedt Rocky River, OH 
William Augustus Phillips Summerville, SC Ovarus Von Ray Williams Snow Hill, NC 
Paul W Pratt Clover, SC Emily Anne Wright Cornelius, NC 
Graphic Communications 
Christopher Bennett Altman ______ Columbia, SC •Amy Lee Keller--------- Lawrenceville, GA 
Paul Baxter Bailey IV Augusta, GA Nicholas Kinerd Charleston, SC 
Phillip Joshua Barham Greenville, SC Robert J Leake Marietta, GA 
Joshua Charles Barrett Hartsville, SC Anna Celia Lears Brookeville, MD 
*Sarah Helene Bernstein Duluth, GA **Rachel E Lindsay York, SC 
*Laura Elizabeth Bonam North Augusta, SC Jimel Ian Matheus Columbia, SC 
Gary Ashton Brown Greenville, SC Heather Nicole McCoy Clover, SC 
Matthew Jason Bundrick West Columbia, SC **Robert Ryan McCrary Chapin, SC 
Johnathan Prater Burgess Anderson, SC John Charles McGee Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Cherry Vidalia, GA Emily C Miner Fort Mill, SC 
Scott Russell Childs Anderson, SC Esther Loraine Natta Lexington, KY 
Justin E Clamp Anderson, SC Dina C Patel Marion, SC 
*Jon Martin Croft Aiken, SC *Brian Dominick Regone Houston, TX 
*Lauren E Epps Fort Mill, SC Alexandra L Reinarz Greenville, SC 
***Amy Marie Etheredge Asheville, NC Nicholas Raymond Rogers Salem, SC 
*Stacey Jean Flannery Chapin, SC *Melanie M Setzer Lawrenceville, GA 
*Jenna Hope Garrick Central, SC *Calin 0 Shope Roswell, GA 
**Meredith Henderson Gentry Easley, SC Ashley Nicole Stumpff Atlanta, GA 
Delicia Shire! Gillard Holly Hill, SC *Lauren Annabelle Sturla Lancaster, PA 
**Kelly K Hansen Eagan, MN Shannon Nicole Swahn Alpharetta, GA 
Calvin Terry Hanson Vancouver, WA Patrick D Sweat Moncks Corner, SC 
Jennifer Lynn Irmiter Greer, SC Carmen Ann Wagner Cheraw, SC 
Industrial Management 
Alan Clifton Kinder _________ Columbia, SC t** Andrew Gabriel Suski ________ Hartsville, SC 
Cameron P Murray Pawley's Island, SC Michael H Trammell Charlotte, NC 
Management 
Jonathan Charles Addicks. ______ Wrightstown, PA Garret Christopher Griffin Moon Township, PA 
Shemeka Almond Pineville, SC *Charles G Hall Greenville, SC 
Brandon Taylor Amick Leesville, SC Alexander M Heckman Taylors, SC 
William Blake Beaman West Columbia, SC *Ashley Ann Hergenroeder ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
*Scott H Blalock North Augusta, SC Nathan C lark Herring III Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jason P Boone Easley, SC Jonathan Ross Hogg Mechanicsville, VA 
Dana Ashley Boothe Seneca, SC Jamison Fladger Holst Mr Pleasant, SC 
William Jackson Bowman III Charlotte, NC *Christopher Scott Hostetler Johns Island, SC 
Stephen Joseph Bunch North Augusta, SC James Curtis Humphries Gaffney, SC 
David Christopher Campbell Burke, VA Kimo Brian Hunter Westminster, SC 
Jessica C Cassell Columbia, SC Shayla Johnette Jamison Gaston, SC 
Joseph Anrhony Castillo Aiken, SC *Thomas Joseph Jeffords Boiling Springs, SC 
Matthew Scott Cernoch Oak Hill, VA William A Jones Salem, VA 
Stephen Patrick Clyne Madisonville, LA Dustin Woodrow Jordan Conway, SC 
Zachary Delany Coker Aiken, SC Ellen Rebekah Kemmerlin Greenville, SC 
*Lauren Michelle Davis Waldorf, MD William Clay Kenyon Lantana, FL 
Stephanie Christine Deck Alexandria, VA Andrea Lynn Laboe Chapin, SC 
**Jennifer Frances Dennis Greer, SC Benjamin Rhea Landers Greer, SC 
Kallie Kaye Deters Grand Haven, MI Sven Lauterwasser Mun ich, Germany 
Thea Lashun Dix Ellenwood, GA John Paul Litcher Myrtle Beach, SC 
Christopher B Eargle Blythewood, SC Brian Michael Mahler Hanover, NH 
*Jane Marie Edwards Spartanburg, SC William Tennent Manning Columbia, SC 
Benjamin James Foster Greenville, SC Rebecca Ann McCullough Sandy Hook, CT 
Lucas B Gaines Lawrenceville, GA Matt Keith Meinte Anderson, SC 
Zachary Austin Garrison Sandy Springs, SC Anthony W Milam Georgetown, DE 
t**Elizabeth Austin Glenn Fairfax, VA Justin M Miller Orangeburg, SC 
Thomas Bradley Gordon Seneca, SC Donae Alecia Minor Rock Hill, SC 
Greg Lee Gowan Williamston, SC *Kassandra M Moore Irmo, SC 
Courtney T Greene Lexington, SC Brittany Kelley Moskow Seneca, SC 
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Management (continued) 
Matthew John Murphy Virginia Beach, VA Randell Croft Stoney Ill _______ Mt Pleasant, SC 
Jordan M Myers Camden, SC Rachel Michelle Sullivan Liverpool, NY 
William Kenneth Napolitano, Jr. __ North Attleboro, MA Robert Edward Summers Central, SC 
*Phillip B Owens Rock Hill, SC Amanda Leigh Thompson Leesville, SC 
Kimberly Dyan Parker Anderson, SC t** Anna Nicole Thompson Moncks Comer, SC 
Joseph Clay Quattlebaum St Matthews, SC Michael Robert Timm Marietta, GA 
Clement Reix Amiens, France *Sarah M Traylor Greer, SC 
**John W Roberts West Chester, PA William Claude Tucker Campobello, SC 
Anna Mary Rodgers Beaufort, SC Melanie Paulonia Urquhart Greenville, SC 
William Dewey Rodwell Myrtle Beach, SC Veronica L Valentine Goose Creek, SC 
Amanda Suzanne Roll Lexington, SC Nguyen Minh Vo Greenville, SC 
Nathan David Schuppert Easley, SC *Kathryn Ann Wait Cary, NC 
**Andrew Phillip Smith Greer, SC **Megan Alyse Wakefield Greenville, SC 
t***Sarah Hayworth Smith Piedmont, SC *Rachael Blythe Walker Anderson, SC 
Timothy J Smith Frenchtown, NJ Julie A Walter Bamberg, SC 
John Philip Southerland Ill Moorestown, NJ Kate Delury Wilkinson East Patchogue, NY 
t*Emily Lane Spunaugle Vaughn, WA Robert Benjamin Wilson Seneca, SC 
William David Stanford Clover, SC Jonathan Thomas Wright Camden, SC 
**James Andrew Stanton Millersville, MD t**Nicholas Adam Wright Columbus, IN 
James Michael Staton Orangeburg, SC 
Marketing 
Lindsey Marie Adkisson La Plata, MD *Donald Allen Hutson, Jr. _______ Charleston, SC 
Julia Elizabeth Alexander Columbia, SC Stephen Andrew Inman West Columbia, SC 
**Sarah Rachelle Anderson Fountain Inn, SC Benjamin B Jeter Summerville, SC 
Stephanie D Barnes Batesburg, SC *Christen M Jetton Easley, SC 
Jacob T Barry Williamston, SC Brian Duane Johnson Inman, SC 
**Molly M Bassano Cincinnati, OH Megan McLeod Jones Darlington, SC 
Amy Lauren Baxley North Augusta, SC Mercedes Kathleen Jones Irmo, SC 
Lauren Brooke Bennett Greenville, SC *Rebecca Austin Kelly Ninety Six, SC 
LaQuanna M Berry Mauldin, SC *Grace Ann King Chandler, AZ 
Erin Lynn Brady Summerville, SC *Stephanie Marie King Scottdale, PA 
Rebecca Elizabeth Brawley Clemson, SC Stephanie Noel King Aiken, SC 
Kari Ann Brehm Alpharetta, GA *William Ryan King Charleston, SC 
t***Tracie Lynn Buffington Canton, OH Jennifer C Landis Mars, PA 
David Minson Bunnell Charlotte, NC Justin Josias Lanham Clemson, SC 
Susan Lea Butler Seneca, SC *Laura Elizabeth Ledgerwood Fountain Inn, SC 
*Andrea Michelle Byrd Pataskala, OH *Hannah E Lowe Charlotte, NC 
Barrett Winfield Caldwell Awendaw, SC Jacob William Lynch Dubuque, IA 
**Brandon Waymon Cantrell Landrum, SC **Andrew J Mansfield Greer, SC 
***Veronica Leigh Carlan Rock Hill, SC Jordan L Marra Conyers, GA 
Robert Clark Carpenter IV Blythewood, SC Lindsay Caroline Meek Hingham, MA 
Morgan E Chalmers Greenwood, SC *Rebecca E Miller Edgefield, SC 
Bethany Noelle Chapman Aiken, SC Jay Thomas Moersen Sumter, SC 
*Lauren Nicole Cook Mt Pleasant, SC Nicholas Charles Mucci Hingham, MA 
*Richard Matthew Cook Sumter, SC Jenna Lee Murphy Marshfield, MA 
Amanda L Costa Charleston, SC Maria Danielle Nemec Lexington, SC 
Barnes Marshall Creamer Salem, SC John Albert Palumbo Richboro, PA 
Brantley Anne Culver Greenville, SC **Jessica Cailin Parker Parkton, MD 
Tara Mary D'Alessandro Lavallette, NJ ***Christy Lauren Patterson Simpsonville, SC 
Katherine E Dively Irmo, SC Mary Margret Paulsen Kirkwood, MO 
Leia Michelle Donald Pendleton, SC Amanda Michelle Perry Anderson, SC 
**Kimberly Claire Doney Lansdowne, PA *Jessica Roles Plagman Alpharetta, GA 
Jacqueline R Dwight Lexington, SC Amber Joye Poteat Belmont, NC 
*Heather E Edmonds Mt Pleasant, SC *Ashleigh Summer Price Greer, SC 
Anne Catherine Eigner Charleston, SC Andrew Thomas Pyrch Raleigh, NC 
*James I Elderman, Jr. Richmond, VA Kathleen G Quin Rosemont, PA 
**Matthew Stephen Elliott Summerville, SC Jacob Howell Raehn Hilton Head Island, SC 
**Lauren Quinton Ellzey Greer, SC Kyle Ralph Cincinnati, OH 
Jillian M Elmhorst Hilton Head Island, SC **Robert Douglas Raymond Clemson, SC 
*Katherine Marie Ferguson Anderson, SC Blaine Elise Reedy Columbia, SC 
*Kimberly Amanda Fogle North, SC Nancy N Reynolds Columbia, SC 
Douglas H Forester Lilburn, GA *Todd Brandon Rickey Georgetown, SC 
Kelly Victoria Glynn Chesterfield, VA *Lindsey Dell Rosenlieb North Augusta, SC 
**Austin Johnson Goforth Greenville, SC Lauren Rose Ross Clemson, SC 
Lindsay C Graham Spartanburg, SC Anna Claire Rowe Marietta, SC 
*Steven M Gunzenhauser Dacula, GA ***Gypsy S Saifi Greenville, SC 
Anna Taylor Harper Greenville, SC Allison Marie Scheele Blythewood, SC 
***Lauren Christine Harris ___ Hilton Head Island, SC Sarah Jennings Scott Charlotte, NC 
*Tyler jack Harris Greer, SC Sherene Ashley Semsar Mt Pleasant, SC 
Abigail Mabrey Hartmann Summerville, SC Caroline G Senn Greenville, SC 
Robert Wilkinson Hassold Ill Greenville, SC *Sara E Skelton Greenville, SC 
Mallory N Hedinger Goose Creek, SC *Bradley York Smalling Johnson City, TN 
t***Lindsey Marie Heger Florence, SC Leslie Land Stoll Lexington, KY 
*Joseph Hayes Holliday Greenville, SC *Caitlin Chase Thomson Ridgefield, CT 
Kristen Nicole Holloway Lexington, SC t***Jennifer Lauren Timms Abbeville, SC 
*~*Jessica Lauren Hoover Buffalo Grove, IL Elizabeth McMaster Todd Laurens, SC 
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Marketing (continued) 
Tyler Reed Ulmer Powdersville, SC john Mark Wills Simpsonville, SC 
Kathryn A Walker Tybee Island, GA Trisha E Witthoeft Clemson, SC 
*David Preston W elday Oviedo, FL *Amanda Lee Wolk Berryville, VA 
Sarah Jernigan Weston Columbia, SC Luisa McCoy Wright Anderson, SC 
Rachel Louise White Pueblo, CO Sara Elizabeth Yerkes Laconia, NH 
William A White Spartanburg, SC Ashley Nichole Younginer Columbia, SC 
*Leanne L Wilkerson Hickory Grove, SC Nancy L Zink Orlando, FL 
Political Science 
Virginia Meredith Bartos Myrtle Beach, SC Samuel Larkin McElroy Ill Clemson, SC 
Earl Richard Cobden IV Spartanburg, SC Thomas J Mercado Greer, SC 
Andrew R Davis Surfside Beach, SC t*Samantha D Paynter Clemson, SC 
*Rachel Elizabeth Dillard Edmond, OK Keely Elisa Perdue Williamsburg, VA 
*Laura Jane Evans Snellville, GA Daniel Maxwell Rubin Myrtle Beach, SC 
Aaron F Hassell Mt Pleasant, SC Brandon Tyler Stewart Orlando, FL 
***Tarin M Holcomb Wheaton, IL Lindsay A Still Elizabethtown, PA 
t**Melissa Jane Hughes Taylors, SC t•• Adam Bryan Wall Fairfax, SC 
Erin Irene Luther Bogota, NJ Kean Stewart Wiczeman Kingsporc, TN 
Michael R McCutchen Charleston, SC *Laura Ruth Wright Lexington, SC 
Psychology 
**Andrew Rutledge Alkis Spartanburg, SC *Katherine Lynn Lancaster Spartanburg, SC 
Tonya Marie Allen Simpsonville, SC **Micah Roland Lattanner Granger, IN 
*William P Andrews Greenville, SC Mario Lugo Dover, DE 
Paul Thomas Baker Easley, SC t**jacob Kyle Masters Laurens, SC 
t**Haley Nicole Binowski Conyers, GA *Mark Taylor McCarson Greenville, SC 
t** Ashley Meghan Bodine Lexington, SC *Corey Austin McGee Alexandria, VA 
*Christopher William Carey Scott Depot, WV Patrice D McMillan Brookfield, WI 
Stephanie Marie Carroll Beaufort, SC *Kiira Kathryn Mendenhall Greenville, SC 
Ryan Gary Chanko Simpsonville, SC t*Lauren Adelle Mickey Little Compton, RI 
Alexander Roy Cheezem Weston, FL Mary Lauren Nickels Hilton Head Island, SC 
t*Pamela Suzanne Clayton Roswell, GA Kristina Leigh O'Connell Richmond, VA 
William Sam Coates Greenville, SC **Heather Nicole Oxentine Surfside Beach, SC 
Lauren Michelle Decuers Chapin, SC Robert Owen Parrish Pickens, SC 
Jessica Renai Dougan Westminster, SC Jessica Yvette Patterson Kershaw, SC 
t**Heather Anne Dowell Salisbury, NC *Andrew P Phillips Fair Play, SC 
*Sarah L Dr ex !er Central, SC Jillian C Plummer Bel Air, MD 
Travis Alford Driggers Marion, SC t**Philip Douglas Poole Roebuck, SC 
t**Terri Lynn Evers Columbia, SC Joshua Albert Raines Aiken, SC 
Audrey Marie Fidler Seneca, SC Megan Elizabeth Rickard Norcross, GA 
t*Meghan Leigh Garofalo Charlotte, NC **Kristen H Rosati Columbia, SC 
Louisa Palmer Gill Charleston, SC Emily Anne Shumski Hampton, NJ 
Laura Michele Girling Finksburg, MD t***Courtney Lorraine Smith Kingwood, TX 
*Molly Elizabeth Graves Mt Pleasant, SC Courtney Lynn Smith Greer, SC 
Matthew Ernest Green Kershaw, SC ***Nicole Sue Swavely Mt Pleasant, SC 
Nina Elizabeth Holbrook Mechanicsville, VA *Jennifer Nicole Tomme Franklin, TN 
Adam David Hunter Fountain Inn, SC *Amanda Elizabeth Venable Easley, SC 
*Thomas Joseph Jeffords Boiling Springs, SC Mary Shaw White Sumter, SC 
***Casey Faye Jenkins Taylors, SC *Kristina Lauren Wright Aiken, SC 
Maria Nicole Kelly Greenville, SC *Lena Katherine Wright Mt Pleasant, SC 
Scott Lane Key Sumter, SC Laura Catherine Young Easley, SC 
Sociology 
Richard Alan Boling Ware Shoals, SC Mary-Ruth Rebecca Howard Greenville, SC 
Peter R Brown, Jr. Bristol, RI Billye Porter McCrary Central, SC 
Amanda Renee Butler Conway, SC *Sarah Angela Mirza Glenview, IL 
Joshua Ryan Cox Woodruff, SC Latanya Shelleia Porcha Andrews, SC 
; t**Emily Grace Estes Fort Worth, TX Thomas Richard Shay Malvern, PA 
Ryan Brent Flood Clemson, SC Brandi T Simmons Central, SC 
Arryn Brittni Gladden Columbia, SC Krystal Maria Woods Warminster, PA 
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE 
ESIN GULARI, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Chemistry 
--**Mark Reynolds Chandler ______ Simpsonville, SC Kirstie C Nordeen __________ Anderson, SC 
t•••Sara Helen Hammett Anderson, SC Kensey Adair Warner Greenwood, SC 
t•Joshua Jackson Kimrey Knoxville, TN 
Computer Science 
Justin Neil Ames -------~----Greer, SC ••Ashley Lauren Triplett--------- Irmo, SC 
Geology 
Angela Leah Ford ---------Hudsonville, MI Lindsey Leann Wood _________ Six Mile, SC 
*David Mc Willams Warren Easley, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
Andrew W Owens Simpsonville, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Biosystems Engineering 
(Biosystems Engineering is jointly administered by the 
College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences and the College of Engineering and Science.) 
Aaron T Benko Pickens, SC 
Victoria Elizabeth Borgianini ___ Hilton Head Island, SC 
t•••Darryl Bryce Jones ______ ~~ Richmond, VT 
Hyejin Kim Seoul, South Korea 
David Michael Brinkman Dayton, OH t•••Brittany Nicole Knick Goose Creek, SC 
••Domenic Joseph Ciccolella III Hanahan, SC **Nicole Cassidy Litton Lexington, SC 
Geoffrey Michael Clott Marietta, GA Theodore Jeffrey Loney Greenville, SC 
Tracy Lee Connelly Andrews, SC Shawn M Olsen Greer, SC 
(Degree awarded posthumously) **Michele B Patterson Hartland, WI 
t••Brian Edward Corbett Cincinnati, OH t••Tuomas Steven Pheiffer Bluffron, SC 
t*Brittany Lauren Dettman Taylors, SC t*Daniel Hampton Reed Gastonia, NC 
Sean M Doig Mt Pleasant, SC *Kimberly Walton Myrtle Beach, SC 
Caleb Carson Frase Athens, GA t••Mary Katherine Watson Summerville, SC 
*Russell Callaway Hart Columbia, SC Ernest Charles Wike Aiken, SC 
t••Katherine Elizabeth Hicks Greenville, SC Eamon Colin Yaden Moncks Comer, SC 
t••Emily Allan Johnson Lilburn, GA 
Ceramic and Materials Engineering 
*Patrick K Anderson _________ Rock Hill, SC •••John David Niemann ________ Knoxville, TN 
*Lateia Zsanee Brown Charleston, SC **Christopher A Nolph Fort Mill, SC 
••Eric Wayne Bucholz Mauldin, SC t•••Stephen F Poterala Greenville, SC 
Jonathan Edward Byrd Charleston, SC Daniel E Sievers Columbia, SC 
t•Jabe Lowry Curley Slidell, LA Dominic Gerroid Strom Edgefield, SC 
Ross Holladay New Orleans, LA Weston R Wright Surfside Beach, SC 
*Ryan M Marino Summerville, SC t••Jonathan David Ziska Dover, DE 
Shannon Michelle Mulligan Greer, SC 
Chemical Engineering 
**Abigail Leigh Banaszek _______ Charleston, SC *David Douglas Hibbitts ________ Charlotte, NC 
'Trent Devlin Crawford Chapin, SC Scott Terris King Goose Creek, SC 
t•••Stephen Hughes Finley Simpsonville, SC *William Charles Lewis IV Mt Pleasant, SC 
t••Kelly Renee Forbis Spartanburg, SC Todd) Miller Mt Pleasant, SC 
Matthew Lee Fowler Walhalla, SC t•••Megan Elizabeth Owings Fountain Inn, SC 
**Nolan R Gregory Greenwood, SC Eric James Quin Greenville, SC 
Matthew William Hammersley Charleston, SC Lilah Majaducon Villahermosa Ladson, SC 
**Michelle Leigh Harrold Hartsville, SC 
Chemistry 
t*Derek Brunson Bishop ________ Holly Hill, SC *David Martin Monts----------~ Irmo, SC 
Zachary Edward Cain North Myrtle Beach, SC t**Dylan Miles Nielson Columbia, SC 
Christopher B Daniel Aiken, SC Yatta Syntrell Saunders Columbia, SC 
Courtney jahari Jackson Aiken, SC William Kissam Stroman North Augusta, SC 
Michael B Jenkins Greenville, SC 
Civil Engineering 
Kyle David Anderson _________ Anderson, SC Alexandra Syndia Habib Hakim ____ Summerville, SC 
*Lee Hamilton Brackett Columbia, SC Andrew James Halliday Manassas, VA 
javon Craig Antwone Chaplin Newberry, SC Kenneth Max Hill Vienna, VA 
*Travis Clayton Collins Charleston, SC Zachary Brown Hood Easley, SC 
Andrew Ivan Dean North Charleston, SC Mark Alan Hudson Greenville, SC 
t•Matthew J Denton Kingsport, TN Adam Scott Humphries Cheraw, SC 
Ronald William Edmonds Beaufort, SC t**Rebecca Ann Hunter Greenwood, SC 
*Patrick Graham Forrester Houston, TX *Jeffrey A Hyslop Simpsonville, SC 
*Frank X Fotia IV Hilton Head Island, SC John Epting Jenkins Goose Creek, SC 
t••Nathan M Frey Lilburn, GA Jason Alan Johnson Moncks Comer, SC 
Joshua B Glunt Greer, SC t•Tracy Lynn Johnson Fort Mill, SC 
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Civil Engineering (continued) 
Kyle Ernest Jones ________ --,-,.-Sugar Hill, GA ••Paul David Prohaska II------- Mt Pleasant, SC 
Susan Leanne Kay Virginia Beach, VA William R Renwick Sumter, SC 
Randy Lenair King, Jr. Pelion, SC t•William Ray Rogers Summerville, SC 
John David Lannou Summerville, SC t••• Andrew Sinclair Ruffin Columbia, SC 
Ermias Legesse Silver Spring, MD Ryan James Sands Inman, SC 
Gadsden A Linton lII Summerville, SC Jeffrey Robert Wilson Smith Richmond, VA 
Russell Kenneth Maben Orlando, FL Timothy Adam Smith Jefferson, SC 
Graham E Malone Columbia, SC Anton David Sova Beaufort, SC 
Michael J McClintock Greenville, SC Katie Suzanne Spearman Saluda, SC 
Daniel Harrison McElwey Matthews, NC Nathan H Steelman Clemson, SC 
Bradley William Minor Greenwood, SC Victoria Elizabeth Steimke Fairfax, VA 
Clayton Laine Mixon Sumter, SC •Daniel Bernard Straub Folly Beach, SC 
••Benjamin S Morris Rochester Hills, MI Matthew David Straughan Silver Spring, MD 
••john Corbett Nicholson Salem, SC Wofford Lamar Stribling Orangeburg, SC 
Ryan William Page Martinez, GA Tiffany Kay Taylor Charleston, SC 
John H Paradice Batesburg, SC •Adam Richard Ward Sylva, NC 
Jason Charles Patterson Greer, SC "'f!ayden M Willis Columbia, SC 
•Michael Jared Pridmore Gaffney, SC Jonathan C Winks Richmond, VA 
Computer Engineering 
t••Matthew S Bennink ________ Columbia, SC t•••Rebekah Anne Moore _______ Columbia, SC 
Christopher Robert Bradley Seymour, CT *Thai Van Nguyen Myrtle Beach, SC 
Anthony Jamaal Byrd Clinton, SC *Drew Alexander Norris Knoxville, TN 
*Corey Brandon Dickerson Richburg, SC **Kyle Richard Pumam Anderson, SC 
Glenn Hamilton Evans, Jr. Roswell, GA *John H Pyatt Ladson, SC 
Ryan Keith Ferguson Fort Lauderdale, FL Christopher Robert Rogoza Towson, MD 
Frank Lee Garrett, Jr. Wedgefield, SC Justin Michael Saunders Clyde, NC 
*Scott Tyler Johnson Charleston, SC Bennett C Shiffler Taylors, SC 
Frederick Campbell Krenson, Jr. Atlanta, GA ***Cameron Walter Smith Albany, NY 
t**Sagar Mittal Greenville, SC Daniel James Tyree Camden, SC 
Computer Information Systems 
Tony Allen Crumpton _________ Clemson, SC Scott Michael Johnson _______ North Augusta, SC 
*Matthew Paul Dipietro Irmo, SC Thomas E Taylor, Jr. Seneca, SC 
Joseph Adam Garber Lugoff, SC Bradley TarifWilliams Columbia, SC 
Bradley Kenneth Gleich Greenville, SC Keja Sade Williams Abbeville, SC 
Stephen Edward Halvorson Springfield, VA Wesley Franklin Wilson, Jr. Aiken, SC 
Computer Science 
Craig L Baker Hilton Head Island, SC Brian Patrick Jenkins _________ Greenville, SC 
Daniel C Barrsch Anderson, SC ••Derek Lee Johnson Charleston, SC 
Kevin) Born Ridge, NY Robert Bern Johnson Greer, SC 
Wilbur Stephen Canaday lII Orangeburg, SC Bryon Kevin Jones Belton, SC 
Jason C Carter Sumter, SC *Gregory Warren Khezrnejat Piedmont, SC 
Morgan Lawrence Carson Catlin ____ Chattanooga, TN William Boyd King lII Greer, SC 
Justin Whitten Devine Chucktown, SC *Eric Jason Laforce Columbia, SC 
t***Robert Michael Dixon Idaho Falls, ID **Keith David Laforce Columbia, SC 
Justin E Garrick Irmo, SC t**Sagar Mittal Greenville, SC 
Adam R Goodbar Simpsonville, SC Samuel Edward Muir-Brown North Augusta, SC 
**Austin Brantley Grigg Alpharetta, GA Taha Mukaddam Taylors, SC 
Derrick Edmond Grooms Darlington, SC Justin L Shelby Summerville, SC 
Christopher Douglas Guirl Simpsonville, SC *Keith M Slagle Marietta, GA 
Janele Kathleen Harmon Aiken, SC •Jerold M Stasulis Virgnia Beach, VA 
Garrett Wade Havens Florence, SC •George Vanderlei Taylor Bluffton, SC 
Jeffrey H Head, Jr. Summerville, SC Stephen A Thurston Dumfries, VA 
Brandy Lee Heatherly New Castle, PA Kristofer Scott Wisniewski Myrtle Beach, SC 
t*Kevin Thomas Hicks Louisville, KY 
Electrical Engineering 
Darren Q Alcorn _________ ~.,.Rock Hill, SC Daniel Jameson Jones -------,..,..-- Huntsville, AL 
Armand E Allaire Old Hickory, TN Thenel Sherice Liferidge Moncks Comer, SC 
*Travis Warren Axtell ________ Summerville, SC Andrew Vernon Lundskow Hughesville, MD 
Alan Matthew Bouchard Morrow, OH Matthew Charles Main IV Piedmont, SC 
David A Buckner Chesnee, SC t*Roy Emerson Matthews IV Cedar Park, TX 
William Reid Chadwick Conway, SC Pipper Shawanda McClin Sparta, GA 
Emmalyn Ashley Cochran Charleston, SC Alexander Campbell McLeod lII McBee, SC 
Zachary A Cooper Greer, SC Christopher Michael Morse Columbia, SC 
Rodney Kyle Davis Bethune, SC John Watson Rankin Loris, SC 
Emmanuel James Dobson Lamar, SC Stanley C Sutphin Rock Hill, SC 
Andrew McCall Dodson Richburg, SC Jeremy Scott Tighe Umatilla, FL 
t**Daniel Jan Fain Unicoi, TN Jennifer R Trimier Goose Creek, SC 
Roger Robinson Gray Hemingway, SC **Benjamin A Westin Charleston, SC 
**Wajih Iqbal Clemson, SC **David Chi-Loi Wong Greenville, SC 
Geology 
t**Megan Sallie Duncan ________ Fort Mill, SC t***Stephen F Poterala -------- Greenville, SC 
*Dylan Erwin Fowler Anderson, SC 
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Industrial Engineering 
Richard A Albee __________ Charleston, SC William James Long _________ Columbia, SC 
Leila Nadim Aziz Clemson, SC *Margaret Ruth McCanless Matthews, NC 
**Oliver Basic Witten, Germany Julian Woodrow Medlin IV Gastonia, NC 
Lindsay Michelle Becker Mclean, VA *Matthew K Miller Columbia, SC 
Allison Regina Chaplin Bluffton, SC Aubrey E Nilsen Clemson, SC 
•Abigail Clair Ford Charleston, SC James Kersh Peterson Irmo, SC 
Lauren Leigh Fox Baton Rouge, LA *Matthew Alton Roberts Kingstree, SC 
**Michelle Hatcher Alcolu, SC Aisha T Robinson Aiken, SC 
Robert Clark Hopfer Greenville, NC Brian Eugene Sham is Charleston, SC 
Carolyn Ann Hubach Dallas, TX Reginald Najohn Stevens Saluda, SC 
Nicole Tahirih Johnson Furman, SC Eric Laughead Thomas Mclean, VA 
Nishant Vashdev Karamchandani Anderson, SC *Justin Mathieu Willingham Enterprise, AL 
*Michelle E Kenyon Knoxville, TN ***Laura Rayfield Young Aiken, SC 
Mathematical Sciences 
t***Courtney Leigh Baber ________ Greer, SC Daniel Ryan Marek __________ Fort Mill, SC 
t*Hugh Clayton Clifton Greer, SC t***Megan Lee Moran Simpsonville, SC 
t***Robert Michael Dixon Idaho Falls, ID t*Karen Wilson Reeves Dillon, SC 
Andrew McCall Dodson Richburg, SC *Thomas Pau I Tate Anderson, SC 
Victoria Marie Garrick Norway, SC Garrett Scott Walker White Stone, SC 
t***Erin Lee Koehler Greenville, SC t**Amanda Rose Youell Chattanooga, TN 
t***Joshua D Lioi Aiken, SC 
Mechanical Engineering 
Angelann Michelle Alex Greenwood, SC Scott W Kitson---~----- Columbia, SC 
Oliver K Ames Marietta, GA Vishan Rashmika Kulasekera _______ Clemson, SC 
t*Zachary S Ashton Parkersburg, WV Carl Ricardo Lamar, Jr. Atlanta, GA 
Robert Siegfried Bamford ___ Beek en Donk, Netherlands *Sabrina Hong Lau Seneca, SC 
Joseph Birkenstock Greer, SC Jonathan McKinley Leagon Blacksburg, SC 
t*Steven Michael Bower Prairie Village, KS t**Richard Joseph Lee ll Woodbridge, VA 
Andrew Eugene Boyd, Jr. Blackstock, SC Kyle James Lewis Mt Pleasant, SC 
Joshua Adam Britt Columbia, SC *Jessica Kristine Link Simpsonville, SC 
Bryan Lee Button Iva, SC Michael Brandon Lynch Seneca, SC 
Jedediah Denison Byrne Annapolis, MD Patrick Joseph Maestri Falls Church, VA 
Clint William Cagle Hickory Flat, GA Amir J Matlock New Carrollton, MD 
t***Benjamin William Caldwell Lexington, SC Daniel Ch.-istopher McBride LaPlata, MD 
**Brian Christopher Clark Grayslake, IL Joshua Tate McFarlin Cornelia, GA 
**Matthew Kiehn Clemmens Aiken, SC Jerad Hahn McNier Cowpens, SC 
**Robert Walker Colosino New Orleans, LA David Joseph O'Connor Malone, NY 
Alexander Bryant Comley Taylors, SC John William Olson Kingsport, TN 
Joseph Martin Crosby Greenville, SC *Steven Kyle Pursley York, SC 
Russell Alexander Crowder Hodges, SC *Jeffrey Joseph Reno, Jr. Marietta, SC 
Drew M Dickinson Richmond, VA James Adam Rogers Greer, SC 
Megan K Doran Dacula, GA Justin Keen Salter Towson, MD 
Joel Leslie Eidson Greenwood, SC Seth Daniel Sanders Central, SC 
Lawrence E Feazel Memphis, TN Zackary Thomas Schoemer Greenville, SC 
Jason Thomas Fireovid Clemson, SC t**Mary Elizabeth Schroer Houston, TX 
Michael F Fitzpatrick, Jr. Woodbine, MD Matthew Steven Sheaffer Wallingford, PA 
***Joseph H Floyd Spartanburg, SC Conrad Kemmerlin Shuler 111 Clemson, SC 
*William Grant Floyd Spartanburg, SC David Christopher Smith Moore, SC 
Angelica Cassie Funk Williamston, SC t***Timothy David Stovall Knoxville, TN 
*Anthony Nicholas Gage Grasonville, MD *Kendall Chase Sullivan Barnwell, SC 
Harrison Bragan Gray Irmo, SC William Anderson Surles Columbia, SC 
Steven James Hammett Belvedere, SC Brantley Ernest Turner Fort Mill, SC 
Rachel Lynn Hannah Aiken, SC Trevor Brett Turner Trenton, SC 
W Paul Hart Irmo, SC t**Michael Thomas Waldrop Seneca, SC 
Daniel Eugene Head Greer, SC Frederick L Wall Charlotte, NC 
Fred E Heckroth Reidville, SC Joshua Eugene Walls Greer, SC 
t**Stephanie Denise Hequembourg Seneca, SC *Maegen S Weatherford Lugoff, SC 
Robert Heyward, Jr. Charleston, SC Philip Charles Wilkins, Jr. Winnsboro, SC 
Timothy Antwan Hill Easley, SC *Andrew Martin Wizorek East Hanover, NJ 
Scott Matthew Hix Woodruff, SC Ricardo Laguador Zaide, Jr. North Charleston, SC 
*Barry James Kaldenbach Oak Ridge, TN 
Physics 
t**Matthew Nelson Allen Laurens, SC Andrew Keats Kelleher Charleston, SC 
*John Vernon Breitmeier West Melbourne, FL Christopher J Mart Warwick, RI 
Clarence Olin Collins Ill ___ North Myrtle Beach, SC *Sean Albert Marzolf Pendleton, SC 
Patrick T Dunn Summerville, SC *Daniel Mackenzie Campbell O'Dell, Jr. ___ Aiken, SC 
**Crystal L Fordyce North Charleston, SC Erik J Pearson Mesilla Park, NM 
***Greyson M Gambrell McClellanville, SC t**Paul J Searcy Greer, SC 
t**Rebecca Millar Harris Townville, SC t**Caroline Leigh Yount Conover, NC 
t•• Aaron Timothy Jones Fort Mill, SC 
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Polymer and Fiber Chemistry 
*Nancy Elizabeth Allen _______ Charleston, SC t***Elizabeth A Guleke _________ Austin, TX 
Carl N Brabham Greer, SC Jonathan Ritter McFall Rock Hill, SC 
Philip Mikkelson Green Murrell's Inlet, SC Chani Nicole Wilborne Winston-Salem, NC 
Textile Management 
Elizabeth Saunders Miffleton _______ Charlotte, NC Arielle Gold Owens -------- Moorestown, NJ 
**Kristin Mary-Elizabeth Mott Myrtle Beach, SC 
COLLEGE OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT 
LAWRENCE ROBERT ALLEN, Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
Early Childhood Education 
Christine M Agostino---------- Miami, FL *Jennifer Lee Marcin ________ Darnestown, MD 
•Annabell Elaine Barnhart Irmo, SC **Jennifer Lynn McCloy Mandeville, LA 
*Rachael E Bergstein Greenville, SC ***Elizabeth Claudia Monaghan Davisburg, Ml 
*Lauren Lea Bowden Seneca, SC Lydia Lee Nims Lake Wylie, SC 
•••Andrea M Boynton North Augusta, SC **Virginia Ann O'Cain Raleigh, NC 
**Ashley D Briggs Saluda, SC •••Jennifer Renee Perdue Arden, NC 
Lindsey M Burton Kingsport, TN ***Megan E Phillips Summerville, SC 
**Elizabeth M Comtois Clemson, SC **Jennifer L Plummer Anderson, SC 
t***Nan Eleanor Crim Nashville, TN **Anna H Reid Greer, SC 
*Kristen Ann Davis Gaffney, SC **Amanda L Reingardt Bennettsville, SC 
Merrill E Davis York, SC t***Elizabeth C Ridgeway Anderson, SC 
*Victoria Rose Goodwin Columbia, SC ***Joy Amanda Rogers Dillon, SC 
t***Lindsey Marie Heitkamp Rock Hill, SC *Whitney L Shipman Sumter, SC 
•••Alyson Virginia Hendrick Chesterfield, SC Adrienne E Slappey Birmingham, AL 
Latwania Lee Hendricks Centtal, SC Lindsey Orders Smith Greenville, SC 
**Caroline Amanda Holmes Piedmont, SC Lara Elizabeth Sneed Nashville, TN 
Tiffany Lashea Hurt Milledgeville, GA *Katherine Anne Sovik Alexandria, VA 
**Erica) Jones Gaffney, SC ***Anastasia Mykea Spann Sumter, SC 
Kathryn Walker Jones Greenville, SC *Lauren A Thomas Chapin, SC 
***Jacquelyn Kaye Lehr Florence, SC *Courtney Leigh Turner Charleston, SC 
*Katherine L Lowe Lanett, AL Dixie Jean Williams Columbia, SC 
*Elizabeth M Lucius Florence, SC *Jennifer Lynn Yannacone Myrtle Beach, SC 
Christine Marie Mack Simpsonville, SC Kristin Zarandi Columbia, SC 
Elementary Education 
***Lauren Adele Able ________ Hartsville, SC Matthew Barry Krom _________ Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth K Asay Forked River, NJ Jennifer Elaine Lancaster Simpsonville, SC 
t***Cara Beattice Bagley Charleston, SC •Amy Marie Lantrip Lilburn, GA 
Micheal Santwan Barron Little Mountain, SC **Jodie Lee Lewallen Anderson, SC 
*Caroline E Berkey Chalfont, PA ***Heather A McKenzie Marietta, GA 
*Kathryn Jean Bettencourt Lilburn, GA *Mary Cameron McManis Germantown, TN 
*Elizabeth Riane Born Lancaster, PA *Marilawren C Mundy Abbeville, SC 
*Marilyn E Boss Tamassee, SC Barbara Ann Muzzillo Cornelius, NC 
**Meghan Alicia Buch Greenwood, SC ***Jennifer Leigh Nelson Anderson, SC 
Gable Grant Burnett Campobello, SC *Danielle C Peterson Hermitage, TN 
**Crystal Dawn Calhoun Indianapolis, IN *Brandi Alana Plumley Easley, SC 
Katie Elizabeth Carraway Clemson, SC Christina Marie Prather Iva, SC 
*Elizabeth Scott Collins Florence, SC *Lisa Nicole Richberg Bamberg, SC 
*Katherine E Cooper Pickens, SC Monica Gwen Riley Travelers Rest, SC 
*Liza Beth Crane West Union, SC *Anna Nicole Roark Wadmalaw Island, SC 
***Heather Elise Creel Effingham, SC t**Jessica Frances Scott Germantown, TN 
Bonnie Ellis Crouch Fort Mill, SC **Ashley J Skelton Seneca, SC 
*Brooke Rae Ann Everard Crystal Lake, IL Katelyn Gayle Small Charleston, SC 
Laura Brianne Farley Granite Bay, CA Mary C Smith Irmo, SC 
***Julie Adele French Easley, SC Megan Lindsay Stewart Chapin, SC 
**Leah Rose Gillespie Seneca, SC *Margaret Ann Stuart Greenville, SC 
*Lara Burnett Gordon Mt Pleasant, SC **Lauren Mackenzie Tabor Lawrenceville, GA 
**Elizabeth D Hall York, SC Morgan Nachelle Taylor Pelzer, SC 
*Lindsey Gilsttap Hiott Pickens, SC *Patticia Rose Thomas Olar, SC 
**Jill M Hodge Roanoke, VA **Mary Ellen Walters Greenwood, SC 
Stephanie L Johnson Latta, SC **Rebecca Kathleen Will Lilburn, GA 
Timothy john Johnson Easley, SC **Erin Leigh Winchester Pickens, SC 
***Kelly M Kirkwood Alpharetta, GA 
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Secondary Education 
Matthew D Alley ___________ Anderson, SC Donald Arthur McGaw III _______ Anderson, SC 
Nicole A Amato Morganville, NJ Matthew D Moore Greenville, SC 
Annette Lynne Anderson Piedmont, SC *Mary Kathryn Niles Columbia, SC 
Crystal Elaine Bailey Clemson, SC Kyle Daniel Pearson Aiken, SC 
Brittney Lynn Baker Greer, SC William Joel Petty III Moncks Corner, SC 
•••Kayla Nicole Childs Baker Pickens, SC Carole Denise Price Lexington, SC 
Katherine L Banaszak Anderson, SC Tyler Charles Redes Cadillac, Ml 
James H Brookie Mauldin, SC David A Rest Mt Pleasant, SC 
Ashley Ann Cauble Asheville, NC Derrick A Rivers Chesterfield, SC 
••Ann G Crockett Belleair, FL •Arthur Francis Rodgers IV Lilburn, GA 
Dana Christine Galloway Easley, SC *Hayley Rounds Suwanee, GA 
*Jaquette Monique Subrina Gilbert Clemson, SC Alissa R Schwartz Central, SC 
**Karly Marie Grice Honea Path, SC t*Ashleigh Megan Smith Gastonia, NC 
Amanda Justice Loudermilk Roebuck, SC *Ashley Michelle Smith Morganville, NJ 
Caroline Elizabeth McFadden Easley, SC Carrie Ann Webster Norcross, GA 
Special Education 
Alexandra Noel Arconti ________ Brookfield, CT *Marialice Martha Mashburn ______ Cumming, GA 
Emily Ann Cook Roswell, GA Jennifer Marie Miata Valhalla, NY 
••Allison J Dunlap Central, SC *Sarah N Phillips Lynchburg, SC 
Katherine A Dunn Six Mile, SC *Elizabeth A Piper Greenville, SC 
***Meghan Marie Evans Lilburn, GA *Jennifer Meagan Poulas Florence, SC 
Christine Leigh Flynn Simpsonville, SC Arden Cathey Sease Randolph, VT 
**Lesslie Brooke Goodman Rock Hill, SC Jared Russell Smith Anderson, SC 
Emma M Gresham Beaufort, SC ***Brantley Maurer Stribling Greenville, SC 
**Lauren B Jordan Bishopville, SC Bryson Jermerial Thompson Chesnee, SC 
Kimberly Ann Macchiarelli Randolph, NJ Anna K Whelchel Charlotte, NC 
DOUBLE MAJOR 
Mathematical Sciences and Secondary Education 
*Kristen Ann Bodiford ------~--Andrews, SC *Rebecca Lee Newsham _______ Haddonfield, NJ 
*Tiffany Lynn Cranston Hilton Head Island, SC t**Natalie H Wittig Columbia, SC 
***Megan Leigh McCarty Irmo, SC 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
Health Science 
t•••Meredith Emily Allen Florence, SC t**Elizabeth A Mastromonico _______ Aiken, SC 
*Paula Kathleen Angleman Dickerson, MD Bret Thomas Mathis Flat Rock, NC 
Jennifer Kyle Bawden Charleston, SC Courtney Michelle Mazzoli Waldorf, MD 
••Adrian Reyes Bersabe Sumter, SC t**Meghan Elizabeth McQuiston Lake Wylie, SC 
t••Steffanie J Bristol Amherst, NH Kaitlin Elizabeth Merchant Colorado Springs, CO 
t*Catherine Ann Brown Greenville, SC Todd Barton Miller-Jones Londondetty, NH 
Ian Richard Buckley Poolesville, MD *Victoria L Morgan Indialantic, FL 
*Meghan Campbell Manasquan, NJ *Merrideth Ashley Morris Andrews, SC 
John Thomas Carson Columbia, SC **Carrie Anna O'Dell Belton, SC 
**Christopher Talbot Carter Greenville, SC Chrisrynne E Papincak Bemus Point, NY 
*Patrick Rion Carter Bishopville, SC **Stephanie Lang Permar Greensboro, NC 
*Edrew Samuel Clark, Jr. Hartsville, SC *Ryan Richard Phillips Cope, SC 
Lindsey Reed Cole Taylors, SC Emily Forrest Pond Myrtle Beach, SC 
Lauren Michelle Colebank Rock Hill, SC **Caleb Jerd Poston Surfside Beach, SC 
Mariah Lauren Erickson Beaufort, SC Alicia L Price Wellford, SC 
t•••Meghan K Ferguson Charleston, SC ***Samuel Philip Purnell Ballentine, SC 
Candace Janna Fernandez Tampa, FL *Hollie E Rader Greenville, SC 
Anne Marie Floyd Sumter, SC William Oliver Reeside III Davidson, NC 
Erin Michelle Garrison Goose Creek, SC Evan Jeffrey Deane Rhoades Columbus, IN 
Carlton Isaiah Glover Goose Creek, SC *Erin Leigh Ross Travelers Rest, SC 
*Lauren M Hall Fort Mill, SC *Lindsay Nicole Scott Easley, SC 
Katherine Susan Hass Burke, VA *John Franklin Segars Bishopville, SC 
***Emily Charlotte Hendrix Fort Mill, SC *Lauren Cowan Shockley Greer, SC 
Abbey Elizabeth Hilton Columbia, SC Lesley A Singer North Augusta, SC 
Mary Elizabeth Holman Lexington, KY t***Christen Marie Smith Oak Ridge, TN 
*Julie Marie Howell Fort Mill, SC **Sybil Opeoluwa Sobanjo Lilburn, GA 
*Amy Hughes Orangeburg, SC Macy Reid Sprott Darlington, SC 
Michael B Ireson Roanoke, VA t**Jennifer Barrie Stanley Collinsville, VA 
Shayla Johnette Jamison Gaston, SC *Jonathan Brian Suttles Spartanburg, SC 
Brian Duane Johnson Inman, SC Mary Cha Taylor Lexington, SC 
Lydia Ashley Key Spartanburg, SC Jessica Brooke Vance Myrtle Beach, SC 
Jennifer Golmon Kneece Leesville, SC Christie M Walters Lancaster, SC 
t**Kinsey E Knight Yorba Linda, CA Bin Wellman Myrtle Beach, SC 
Chelsea Cooper Lesniewski ____ North Charleston, SC Jessica Nicole Willet Asheville, NC 
April Renae Majors Rabun Gap, GA *Courtney Leigh Wingo Easley, SC 
*Kathryn Virginia Manson Anderson, SC *Sara Margaret Woodside Clinton, SC 
Kristen Marie Marshall Dover, DE **Da Hyoi Yoo Sumter, SC 
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Mathematics Teaching 
*Leigh Anne Alston __________ Fort Mill, SC Matthew Scott Fountain ________ Andets0n, SC 
Aaron David Daniel Myrtle Beach, SC Ashlei Lenoir Harris Atlanta, GA 
*Julie Anne Davis Greenville, SC Jessica E Jones Seekonk, MA 
Nursing 
t•••Emily Jane Ayers __________ Easley, SC Elizabeth Anne Kinard Walterboro, SC 
••Julia Kate Bales Woodbridge, VA Jenny A Korb Greenville, SC 
Amy Elizabeth Bowers Lexington, SC Kristin Lee Lindberg Osprey, FL 
••Kelly Rae Boyd Hickory, NC **Brandy Diane Autrey Macdonald __ Travelers Rest, SC 
t•• Ashley Marie Bradley Rock Hill, SC Laurie Michelle Serio Marsinger Greenville, SC 
t***Jessica R Browning Anderson, SC t**Jenna Renee McKeever Moncks Comer, SC 
***Jenna Theresa Buss McHenry, IL t•••Lauren Ashley Mclees Norcross, GA 
Mary Wynne Cleveland Roswell, GA Ashley Nicole Merck Seneca, SC 
***Kelly Evans Cooke Pendleton, SC Anna Stephen Milton Fair Play, SC 
*Caroline Grace Cooler Lexington, SC ***Rebekah Sarah Musselman Greenville, SC 
Jennifer Marie Cope Columbia, SC Jessica G Newman Pittsford, NY 
•Abigail Montgomery Cox Germantown, TN **Jill Stewart Newman Sunset, SC 
Lauren Elizabeth Hood Craig Pendleton, SC t•Casey Eileen O'Hanlan Murrell's Inlet, SC 
Ashlyn E Crosby Ruffin, SC ***Kelly Lynn Orr Anderson, SC 
Kelly Anne Davis Knoxville, TN *Meagan Elizabeth Outlaw Columbia, SC 
**Candace Nichole Defelice Greer, SC Chelsea Trenholm Owen Newberry, SC 
Ashley Suzanne Dunn Pickens, SC Courtney Leigh Page Greenville, SC 
**Katherine Lindsay Ellis Spartanburg, SC *Jessica L Peralta Charleston, SC 
t*Megan E Elrod Lilburn, GA t*Sara Elizabeth Poole Peterson Columbia, SC 
*Alyson Marie Ensley Greer, SC *Stephanie Ellen Powell Jacksonville, FL 
Daniel John Farmer Hartsville, SC *Katherine Lee Ramsey Greensboro, NC 
*Laurel Isom Finley Anderson, SC t**Leslie A Renwick Sumter, SC 
*Jamez Marisha Fletcher Greenville, SC •••Jacqueline Denise Rinehardt Greenville, SC 
Mary Katherine Fryar York, SC ***Timothy Dwight Robinson Greenville, SC 
Elizabeth Anne Gibson Columbia, SC Rebecca Diane Russell Florence, SC 
t*Jennifer M Gilbert Wilmington, NC ***Jennifer McRae Sanders Florence, SC 
Ryan Timothy Glaros Hoschton, GA Sarah L Southerland Columbia, SC 
Julia Montague Glazebrook Columbia, SC ***Hanna D Sprott Manning, SC 
Lillian Mishelle Gossett Catawba, SC Elizabeth Scott Storch Columbia, SC 
Rebekah Allison Hartley North Augusta, SC Kerry Song Stuckart Ladson, SC 
Ashley La Tesh Haynes St Matthews, SC Ann Cannon Swanson Mt Pleasant, SC 
Blaire R Henderson Gastonia, NC t**Brittany Nicole Watson Asheville, NC 
*Emma M Hubbard Taylors, SC Laurence Bernard Webb Clemson, SC 
Leslie Erin Hutto Lexington, SC *Diana Danielle Williams Myrtle Beach, SC 
Daniera Luvae Jackson St Matthews, SC Kayla Michelle Williams Wagener, SC 
t*Stephanie C Jacobson Maggie Valley, NC Elizabeth Anne Ives Wilson Mt Pleasant, SC 
**Leigha Rachel Johnson Philomath, OR *Whimey Leigh Wynn Taylors, SC 
Brittany Leigh Kierspe Moncks Comer, SC Stephanie Amber Yon Williston, SC 
Parks, Recreation, and Tourism Management 
Doyle Jennings Best_~------ Galivants Ferry, SC *Cheryl A Kinder __________ Pendleton, SC 
Nicholas Clay Biershenk Boiling Springs, SC *Ashley Michelle Kingsmore Piedmont, SC 
Yonah A Bolton North Augusta, SC ***Lindi K Kirkland Allendale, SC 
Maria Eugenia Brito Pena Mexico City, Mexico Julianne Nicole Langston Columbus, IN 
*Jenna Brandy Burkett Walterboro, SC Heather Lee Milford, NJ 
Donnell Lamar Clark Griffin, GA Matthew R Lew Columbia, SC 
*Caleb Andrew Collier Fortville, IN Brett Hill Maclennan Woodbridge, VA 
Barbara Jo Davis Central, SC Megan Danielle Masser Mt Pleasant, SC 
Melissa Michelle Desormeaux New Iberia, LA Kelly Nicole McCracken Seneca, SC 
Elizabeth Austin Doyle Atlanta, GA Paul T Millar Wayne, NJ 
*Megan Maxwell Dunne Columbia, SC Emily Michelle Mullins High Point, NC 
*Crystal Rae Earle Hartsville, SC Kristina Lyn Murray Atlanta, GA 
Kaley Anne Foley Easley, SC *Zachary L Nicks Clemson, SC 
**Dena Alice Georgiades Greenville, SC Christopher Ryan Padgett Aiken, SC 
Benjamin David Hall Ormond Beach, FL Tasha Nicole Phillips Clemson, SC 
Kathleen Nicole Hatchell Chapin, SC *Jessica R Randolph Gaffney, SC 
Matthew Peter Hazzard Fairfield, CT **Rachel M Rentz Greenville, SC 
Thomas S Henry Columbia, SC Joseph Davis Stewart Tucker, GA 
Douglas James Hodges Clemson, SC Mary Ruth Ratterree Tribble Columbia, SC 
Justin R Hoyt East Bethany, NY John Hampton Wallace Rock Hill, SC 
Lauren Ashley Huber Lake Wylie, SC Justin Harley Walters Andets0n, SC 
Carly Ann Johnson Charlotte, NC *Peter Brandon Watmingham Fairfield, CT 
Kevin Maurice Johnson Pendleton, SC Phillip Chase White Alpharetta, GA 
*Jeffrey R Kallin Medway, MA Shawn Barry Whitman Clinton, SC 
Elizabeth Marie Kemmerlin Greenville, SC 
Science Teaching 
**Ryan Matthew Brown--------,-- Hilton, NY David Smith Oyler IV ________ North East, PA 
Thomas James Dwight Lexington, SC 
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Technology and Human Resource Development 
Daniel Josiah Baker __________ Lancaster, SC Ryan Robert Jennings _______ North Potomac, MD 
Magen Renee Burdick Aiken, SC Weston Thomas Scroggs Anderson, SC 
Thomas Gerard Cohen Greer, SC Rebecca Lee Simpson Seneca, SC 
Adrian Dantley Gaskins Jefferson, SC Kevin Clifton Welborn Pickens, SC 
Paul James Gauche, Jr. Chapin, SC Jason Darrell Youn Lancaster, SC 
Michael Timothy Gibson Florence, SC 
*Cum laude: A grade point ratio of J.40 to J.69 
.. Magna cum laude: A grade point ratio of J.70. to J.89 
n•summa cum laude: A grade poinc ratio of J.90 to 4.00 
tCalhoun Honors College: The graduaces so designated in the printed graduation program have completed an enriched program of study through the 
Calhoun Honors College. To earn this distinction, students must maintain an overall grade-point ratio of J.40 or higher and complete the requirements of 
General Honors and/or Departmental Honors. Students who have earned Departmental Honors appear in the line of march wearing the Calhoun Honors 
College Medallion on an orange and purple ribbon. This medallion is made possible by an endowment established by Mrs. Katherine Inabinet Vickery of 
Columbia, South Carolina, w honor the memory of her husband and Clemson graduate, the late B. C. Inabinet. 
Students wearing the white stoles over their gowns are graduating with a 3.00 or better grade-point average. Those who are members of University 





First awarded at Clemson University in 1908, the Norris Medal was established under the terms of the will of the Honorable D. K. 
Norris, a life trustee of this institution. The medal is given each year to the graduating student who, on the basis of exceptional 
scholastic achievement and leadership ability, is judged by the University Scholarships and Awards Committee to be the best all-
around student. 
All recipients of the Norris Medal have their names affixed to a bronze plaque mounted in the Hendrix Student Center. 
RECIPIENT OF THE NORRIS MEDAL 
JOHN STEPHEN GOSNELL 
Landrum, SC 
ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN AWARD 
The Sullivan Award is given annually to individuals who possess the characteristics of heart, mind, and conduct as evince a spirit 
of love for and helpfulness to other men and women. These humanitarian qualities are exhibited in the following recipients. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN CITIZEN AWARD 
MR. CHARLES E CURRY 
Seneca, SC 
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN STUDENT AW ARD 
MATTHEW MICHAEL COUSINS 
Newberry, SC 
BRITT ANY NICOLE KNICK 
Goose Creek, SC 
ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER A WARD 
This award is presented by the Clemson Alumni Association for distinguished achievements in classroom teaching. The faculty 
recipient is selected by the Student Alumni Council from nominations submitted by students. A bronze plaque is presented 
permanently to the recipient and the award carries with it a stipend of twenty-five hundred dollars. 
RECIPIENT OF THE ALUMNI MASTER TEACHER AWARD 
ROBERT J KOSINSKI 
FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
Established at Clemson University in 1959, this award is made annually by the faculty of Clemson University to the member of 
the graduating class who has the highest scholastic achievement. All graduates who have completed the requirements for the 
bachelor's degree since the last commencement exercise and who have completed at Clemson at least 75 percent of the work required 
for graduation shall be eligible for consideration. 
ASHLEY LANE AGNEW 
Greenville, SC 
CARA BEA TRICE BAGLEY 
Charlesron, SC 
KAYLA NICOLE CHILDS BAKER 
Pickens, SC 
THOMAS HENDRIX BECKHAM 
Aiken, SC 
TRACIE LYNN BUFFINGTON 
Canton, OH 
JENNA THERESA BUSS 
McHenry, IL 
BENJAMIN WILLIAM CALDWELL 
Lexington, SC 
STEVEN LARS DEJONCKHEERE 
Spartanburg, SC 
ROBERT MICHAEL DIXON 
Idaho Falls, ID 
MEGHAN MARIE EVANS 
Lilburn, GA 
MEGHAN K FERGUSON 
Charleston, SC 
RECIPIENTS OF THE FACULTY SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 
LAUREN MARIE HAACK 
Hartland, WI 
KATHRYN RENEE HAMILTON 
Greenville, SC 
SARA HELEN HAMMETT 
Anderson, SC 
LAURA CHRISTINE HART 
Cincinnati, OH 
LINDSEY MARIE HEITKAMP 
Rock Hill, SC 
MA TIHEW PAUL HODGES 
Lexington, SC 
KELLY M KIRKWOOD 
Alpharetta, GA 




JOHN MERCER MASSLON II 
Bethel Park, PA 
HEATHER A MCKENZIE 
Marietta, GA 
MEGAN LEE MORAN 
Simpsonville, SC 
JENNIFER RENEE PERDUE 
Arden, NC 
JOY AMANDA ROGERS 
Dillon, SC 
CHRISTEN MARIE SMITH 
Oak Ridge, TN 
COURTNEY LORRAINE SMITH 
Kingwood, TX 
LAUREN ELIZABETH SMITH 
Greer, SC 
ANASTASIA MYKEA SPANN 
Sumter, SC 
NICOLESUESWAVELY 
Mt Pleasant, SC 
YOUSEF MAHMOUD YASIN 
Johnson City, TN 
RACHEL M YOST 
Moore, SC 
HISTORICAL STATEMENT 
Clemson University is named for Thomas Green Clemson (1807-1888), who left the 
bulk of his estate to the State of South Carolina for the founding of the institution. 
Thomas Clemson was born in Philadelphia in 1807 and educated at the Royal 
School of Mines in Paris (1828--1832). His early profession was that of a mining 
engineer; however, circumstances diverted his interests into politics and the life of a 
southern planter, and he soon became an enthusiastic advocate of scientific agriculture. 
He had a career as a diplomat (charge d'affaires to Belgium, 1844-1852) and served as 
the first Superintendent of Agricultural Affairs in Washington (1860) . As a scientist he 
published numerous articles in the fields of mining, chemistry and agriculture. His 
varied activities included his assistance in the founding of the Maryland Agricultural 
College, his support of the Morrill Act, his leadership in South Carolina after the Civil 
War, and his part in founding Clemson University. 
Thomas Clemson was the son-in-law of South Carolina's John C Calhoun, a 
political figure of national importance during the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Mr. Calhoun's home, Fort Hill, is preserved on the Clemson Campus as a national 
shrine. 
The academic program at Clemson College began in 1893 with an enrollment of 
446. The first "college prospectus" announced only two four-year curricula, 
supplemented by two two-year preparatory courses. Today the University has six major 
academic units. These are the College of Agriculture, Forestry, and Life Sciences, the 
College of Architecture, Arts, and Humanities, the College of Business and Behavioral 
Science, the College of Engineering and Science, the College of Health, Education, and 
Human Development, and the Graduate School. 
Clemson University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools to award the Bachelor's, Master's, Education 
Specialist, and Doctor's degrees. Questions related to this accreditation should be directed 
to Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges, 1866 
Southern Lane, Decatur, GA 30033-4097; phone 404-679-4501. Information is also 
available at sacscoc.org. 
Curricula are accredited by AACSB International (Association to Advance Collegiate 
Schools of Business), Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, American 
Council for Construction Education, American Dietetic Association, American Society 
of Landscape Architects, Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education (CCNE), 
Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs (CACREP), 
National Architectural Accrediting Board, National Association of Schools of Art and 
Design, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, NRPA/AALR 
Council on Accreditation, Planning Accreditation Board, and Society of American 
Foresters. Documentation of accreditation is available in the college deans' offices. 
Clemson is a land-grant institution. As such, it is engaged not only in its primary 
academic program, but does extensive research at the main campus and at five 
agricultural experiment stations located in the State. The University is also heavily 
committed to a varied program of public service, including the work of agricultural 
extension which has professional personnel located in each of the State's counties. 
CLEMSON ALMA MATER 
Farmer and McGarity/arr. Freeman 
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness, 
Where theTigers play; 
Here the sons of dear old Clemson 
Reign supreme alway. 
Chorus 
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph 
And with all our might, 
That the Tiger's roar may echo 
O'er the mountain height. 
We will dream of greater conquests, 
For our past is grand, 
And her sons have fought and conquered 
Every foreign land. 
Where the mountains smile in grandeur 
O'er the hill and dale. 
Here the Tiger lair is nestling 
Swept by storm and gale. 
We are brothers strong in manhood, 
For we work and strive; 
And our alma mater reigneth 
Ever in our lives. 
Candidates appearing in this program are not certified graduates. Likewise, academic honors 
designations are based upon performance prior to final grades. Both certification of 
graduation and honors designations must come from the Registrar of the University. 
********** 
First Aid-A First Aid Station is located at the North entrance. 
Evacuation System-Littlejohn Coliseum is equipped with a fire alarm evacuation system. In 
the event of activation, as noted by sustained horns and strobe lights, please proceed to the 
closest available exit. Remain outside the building until fire officials deem the building safe 
to re-enter. 
No Smoking-Smoking is prohibited in Littlejohn Coliseum. 
